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EDITOR'S INTRO
WHY ARE YOU LEARNING ENGLISH? To GET A BETTER lOB, TO PASS AN OFFICIAL ENGLISH EXAM,
TO TRAVEL, OR lUST TO COMMUNICATE IN ENGLISH? lEARN HOT ENGLISH MAGAZINE HELPS WITH ALL THIS.

n Increase your vocabulary. In every issue of lea m Hot

n English for life! Want to travel to English.speaking

English you'lIleam over 350 English wonIs and expressions! Plus
you'll learn lots ofidioms, phrasal verbs, grammar and more.

n Improve your listening. Every magazine has 60
minutes of spoken English audio. You'll learn to understand
English, plus you can hear lots of different accents!

countries? With learn Hot English you'll learn the words
and expressions you need for international travel!
[I

n English for exams! learn Hot English helps prepare
you for official English exams (First Certificate, IEllS, TO EFL.,
etc.). How? Exams test your ability to speak and your range

of vocabulary. Hot English improves your communication
skills and your knowledge of words and expressions.

English for speaking! How do native English
speakers really talk? learn with our natural English
conversations. Also, learn English slang and read about
current events (news, culture, music, films) so you can
make conversation with native English speakers.

n Want to learn even more? Get a Skills Booklet!

n English for wortd Practical English for the office, for
meetings, for talking to clients - it's all in Hot English.
Plus, read business tips from entrepreneurs.

You'll learn extra vocabulary, grammar, social English
and business English. The Skills Booklets are linked
to the topics in Hot English magazine. They're sold
separately - see page 25 for more information.
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Hi, everybody, and
welcome to another issue
of Learn Hot English
magazine!
This month, we've got
lots of stories to tell you :
a ghost story, stories of
stupid criminals, stories
1-====:.a.,.;iIIiIJ!III! II*"...1about dumb laws, a 10part murder mystery...
~~Ei!i!t:M"liiiiii you 'll enjoy reading
and listening to a story and you'll be able to
learn lots of useful words and expressions
from the glossary boxes. Of course, that's not
all. Have you heard of a "coolhunter"? This
month, we're talking to Julio about an unusual
profession from the fashion industry. Find out
what a coolhunter is and how to become one
yourself. We've also got an interesting article on
Hollywood and its "mistreatment" of history,
plus articles on 21 places to visit in the USA,
new words, renting a car, a really intelligent
bird and lots, lots more. Have fun, happy
learning and see you all next month!
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Download the MP3 audio files for
this issue for FREE from our website:
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PS Remember to sign up for the newsletter so
you can receive lots of FREE language lessons .
Just visit our website (www.learnhotenglish.com)
and enter your name and e-mail address in the
box on the right-hand side of the page.
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PHISI VE BTHROW PART II-------J
This month we are looking at some more phrasal verbs with the verb "to throw". We generally use
the verb "to throw" to refer to the action of usin~ your hands to make an object fly through the air. For
example, "I threw a plate at his head ." Now lets look at some phrasal verbs with the verb "to throw".
TO THROW AWAY AA OPPORTUNITY
TO WASTe AA OPPORTUNITY OR A CHAAce: TO
I/O SOMeTHl/lJG

THROW I/OW/IJ weAPO/IJS/GUNS)
TO STOP FIGHTI/lJG eeCAUse THe OPPOSITIO/IJ
IS TOO GReAT.

THROW SOMe:O/IJe OUT OF A PI.ACe:
TO FORce: SOMe:O/IJe PHYSICAI.1.Y TO l.e:AVe A
PI-Ace; TO ReMove SOMe:O/IJe FROM A PI-Ace.

4 I www.learnhotenglish.com I For Skype I Telephone speaking classes, e·mail classes@learnhotenglish.com
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GLOSSARY

9 TRACK 1

a butterfly n
an insect wi th large colourful wings

NSE 11

and a thin body
a stage
the raised area in a theatre where
actors or singers perform in front of
an audience

a cobweb n
an object that spiders make in order

This month we are looking at some more insect (and small animal) idioms.

to catch flies
aflea n
a very small j umping insect

to chat Ib

to talk informally
a gnat n
a small fl ying insect tha t b ites
people and lives nea r water
a snail n

a small animal with a long, soft body
and a shell on its back. It moves

very slowly

Have butterflies in your stomach
To feel very nervous, usually about something you have
to do.
"He had butterflies in his stomach as he walked onto
the stage to give the presentation in front of more than
3,000 people:'

Send someone away with a flea in
his/her ear
To tell someone to go away in an angry way.
"She was asking for money, but I sent her away with a
flea in her ear:'

At a snail's pace
Very slowly.
"The roads were full of traffic and we were moving at a
snail's pace:'

Blow the cobwebs away
To do something which makes you feel less tired or less
bored, usually by going outside for some fresh air.
"A nice walk by the sea will blow the cobwebs away:'

Have the attention span of a anat.
Not have the ability to concentrate for veryTong; to
become distracted or bored very easily.
"He can't work for longer than five minutes without
chatting to someone. He's got the attention span of a
gnat:'

Snail mail
The "slow" system of sending letters through the post
(as opposed to sending e-mails).
"If you send it by snail mail, it'll take at least a week to
get to me. Just e-mail it if you can :'
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9 TRACK 2

Here are some
more examples
of British toilet graffiti.

Match each joke beginning
(l to 8) with its ending (A-HI. Then, listen to check
your answers. Answers on page 20

I USED TO BE INDECISIVE BUT NOW
NOT SO SURE.
I USED TO BE C
. NOW I'M =~D, BUT
MY INTEREST IS IN THE FUTURE
BeCAUSE I AM GOING TO SPEND
THE REST OF MY UFE THERE.
THERE ARE EXCEPTIONS
TO EVERY RUlE
INCLUDING THIS

oNe.

1.

Where is it that "yesterday"
comes after "today"?

ACCORDING TO THE _
LATEST OFRCIAl RGURES,

2.

What never gets any wetter no
matter how hard it rains?

ARE TO I I"\.

3.

99% O!!LLLly ~~~{J'~~~

O~'~OMACY IS THE ART

What do people make that
nobody can ever see?

4.

What do ghosts like about tall
buildings?

5.

Why do statues and paintings of
George Washington always show
him standing?

6.

What has a neck, but no head?

7.

What did the guitar say to the
rock star?

8.

What kind of can never needs a
can opener?

tJ~~G "NICE DOGG'E'~
,OUCANANDA
ROCK.

indecisive ad)
incapable of tak ing a decision

conceited iJ
too proud of hislher abilities; with
feelings of superiority
worthless an
of no value
a doggie n lform
a word used to refer to a dog

English

Unlocked!
Your complete self-study solution for learning English
at home (with listening files)!
Reading, listen ing, pronunciation , vocabulary,
grammar, progress
tests, listen-and-repeat and much , much more.
Choose from four levels:
Pre-Intermediate (A2),
Intermediate (Bl),
Upper Intermediate (B2),
Advanced (Cl)

A: They have lots of "scare" cases.

B:

GLOSSARY

Stop picking on me.

c: Because he never "I ies'~
GLOSSARY
aca" n

0: A pelican.

E:

F:

a metal container for liquids such as

Coca Cola, ete
a can opener
a metal object used for opening
cans (s•• abov.)

The sea.

"scare cases exp
H

this Is a play on words: to · scar.·
someone is to frighten that person.
A "staircase- is a set of steps that
goes from one floor to another

A bottle.

G: In a dictionary.

to plc.k on someone t)t.
if you thi nk that someone is
· picking on you ~ you think they are
treating you unfairly and badly

a pelican n

H: Noise.

a large white bird with a very big
bill (nose)

For more information:

• products.learnhotenglish.com/english-unlocked
Books based on Skills Booklets from 2012-2013 +
issues 1°3.1 3° of Hot English magazine.

FREE subscription if you recommend Hot English La nguage Services to your company. E·mail dasses@learnhotenglish.com I www.learnhotenglish.com/7

This month: Disaster & failure.

A one-hit wonder
A musician who has one successful
record and then no others.
"She wrote a really popular song
back in the eighties, but since then
we haven't heard anything from her.
She was a one-hit wonder"

Ask/cry for the moon
To want something that is
impossible to have.
"Trying to find the perfect man is
like asking for the moon:'

You can't win 'em (them) all;
you win some, you lose some
It isn't possible to be successful all
of the time.
"It's a pity she didn't get the role in
the film this time. Oh well, you can't
win 'em all:'

A seven/nine-day wonder;
Someone or something that causes
interest or excitement for a short
period of time, but is then quickly
forgotten about.
"No one thought the actor would
survive more than one film, but he
showed them that he was more
than just a seven-day wonder:'

A lame duck

Come within an inch of
something
To very nearly do something.
"We came within an inch of making
a lot of money. If only we hadn't
sold the business so quickly"

A person or company that is in
trouble and needs help.
"In the space of just three months,
the business was transformed
from a world-class international
company into a lame duck:'

GLOSSARY
the moon n
the round object In the sky that
goes round the earth every four
weeks
it's a pity exp

By the skin of your teeth
To be successful, but only by a very
small margin, and with a lot of luck.
"She hadn't studied at all for the
exam, but managed to pass it by
the skin of her teeth . Lucky Betty!"

it is sad/ unfortunate

Pick up the pieces
To try to return to a normal life after
a traumatic experience.
"He's gradually picking up the
pieces after his divorce:'

8 I www.learnhotenglish.com I For Skype I Telephone speaki ng classes, e-mail classes@learnhotenglish.com

an inch n

approximately 2.5 cm
lame od,

if you are " Ia m e~ you are unable to
walk properly because of an Injury

a duck n
a type of bird. Donald Is one
to pick up
vb
to take in your hands

9 TRACK4

OR fiNGERS' ROR CO

ONCLI IC

The section in which Or Finqers corrects typical English errors.

Activity
Read the sentences, find the errors and correct the
sentences. Then listen to the CD to check your answers.
Good luck! Afterwards, you can read the error analysis
section.

1. There isn't much difference among the two films.
2. The party was a huge success and all the guests
amused themselves.

3. With a pen and paper, children can amuse them for a
long time.

4. He saw an amount of films during the film festival.
5 . Exercise can be hard work, but it can also be
amusing.

6. When the speaker fell down, the audience thought it
was most enjoyable.

7. I won't to go there next week.
8. She must to help us.
9 . He shoulds stop smoking.
10. We enjoy to work here.
11. I am thinking that it's time to go.
12. There is a hour left before the concert starts.
13. We lived next to an hospital.
14. I was surprised and anger that she didn't say sorry.
15. We will be assisting the meeting next week.

Error Analysis
1.

We use '" between'"for two things, and ·among" for more.

2.

II you "enjoy yoursell~ you have a good time.

3.

II you "amuse yoursell~ you do something so you aren't bored:
Can't you find something to do to amuse yourself?

4.

We use '"'a mount o," with uncountable nouns, and ·a number of"

with plural nouns.

5.

II something is "enjoyable~ it causes you to reel good and

pleasant. Something '"amusing" makes you laugh.

6.

Remember, something "amusing" makes you laugh.

7.

Remember, there is no "to" after "won't':

8.

Remember, there is no "'to" after "must-:

9.

Remember, there is no third -person · s· with "should".

10. Remember, we use the gerund after "enjoy·.
11 .

Remember, we don't use the continuous form when think

refers to an opinion. For example, "'I think it's.....

12. Remember, we use '"an'" with "hour":

13. Remember, we use "a" with "hospital".
14. The adjective is "angry~
15. Remember, il you go to a meeting. you "attend" that meeting.
FREE subscription if you recommend Hot English Language Services to your company. E-mail classes@learnhotenglish.com I www.learnhotenglish.com/ 9
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9 TRACK 5

Dictionary of slang
Here we've got some examples of how to say things in different situations.

•
·
...:•... Situation

Formal

Relaxed

Informal

You went to a party
with friends. You all
enjoyed yourselves.

We had a number of
positive experiences
at the party.

We had a great time
at the party.

We had a ball.

Your cat vomited on
your sofa.

My cat regurgitated
its food on my sofa.

The cat threw up on
the sofa .

The cat barfed on
the sofa.

You are very tired.

I am physically
drained and
exhausted.

I'm really tired.

I'm bushed; I'm beat;
I'm knackered.

You offer a friend a
can of beer.

Would you like to
partake of a beer, my
friend?

Would you like a can
of beer?

Want a brew, dude?
Want a brewski,
dude? Fancy a beer,
mate?

You think a friend 's
clothes are cheap
and not fashionable.

He is attired in
some outmoded
and unfashionable
clothes.

His clothes aren't
trendy.

His clothes are so
cheesy; his clothes
are so tacky.

GLOSSARY
Please note that SOrT' of the words

You were with a
group of tourists
sightseeing in a
city. You and a friend
managed to escape
from the group so
you could be on your
own.

In
s 10 Iry box 3' • literal
transl
inS of parts of Idiomatic
exore~ Ions .

We evaded them
successfully.

We lost them.

We gave them the
slip.

• b.ll n
a very large party. People wear nice
clothes, eat, dance, etc
cheesy odJ US
of poor quality and unfashionable

tacky adJ
of poor quality and unfashionable
to si9hts~ ,b
to visit the important monuments
in a city
to give someone the slip ex

to escape from someone

Learn more! Get an idioms booklet! 300 useful idioms + au dio files. For more informatio n, visit: www.learnhotenglish.co m I www.learnhotenglish.com I 11

Bagels in NYC

The Empire State Building

You can't say you've
been in New York City
until you have eaten
a bagel. The bagel
is a round piece of
bread that is about
as big as a CD with a hole in the middle
that can be served at anytime, but most
commonly at breakfast. The classic way to
eat them is topped with cream cheese and
lox (smoked or cured salmon) from a Jewish
deli on practically every corner. New Yorkers
recommend checking out Daniel's Bagels
close to Grand Central Station or H&H Bagels
in three shops throughout Manhattan.

There is nothing in the world like the view
from the Empire State Building. And it's even
better after sunset. Being so far away from
all the city noise almost lets you forget that
you are looking down on one of the world's
busiest, largest cities. But as the street lights
turn on, you'll remember where you are
again. Go up there the first night to get your
bearings and see the layout of the city.

Bridge views
Crossing the Brooklyn
Bridge is a great way
to see New York City.
As you walk across
the bridge, you
get a great view of
the Big Apple, and the huge gothic-styled
bridge overhead. On the Manhattan side of
the bridge, Chinatown is nearby. And on the
Brooklyn side of the bridge, there are two
restaurants well worth a visit: Giordano's, the
oldest pizzeria in Brooklyn; and the Brooklyn
Ice Cream Factory for dessert. You'll be
stuffed so why not take a water taxi back? For
bridge history, visit
www.nycroads.com/crossings/brooklyn

Central Park
Where else in the
world can you
spend an afternoon
watching newly-wed
Asian couples take their pictures near the
flowers, climb all over Alice in Wonderland, and
lay a flower at Strawberry Fields as a tribute
to the famous Beatle, John Lennon? Only in
Central Park. If it's a rainy day, the Metropolitan
Museum of Art is only a short walk away. If it's
sunny, stroll through the park listening to the
musicians, watching the rollerbladers, or eat at
the Tavern on the Green.

A lobster dinner
The northeastern coast of the States is the
best place to eat fish. Every state or city
seems to have a specialty. You could spend
a week just trying all the different kinds of
seafood they have there. Maine is known for
its lobsters while Boston is famous for its crab
chowder. If you drive along the coast, you'll
be greeted by marinas full of fishing boats
and restaurants with fresh fish . In Portland, try
some lobster at the Armoury Restaurant or
the Lobster Cooker. Legal Seafood is another
good restaurant chain that serves excellent
seafood.

GLOSSARY
topped with XHP
withXontop

the Big Apple n , cm
New York City

stuffed ad,
if you are 'stuffed~ you feel full
because you have eaten too much
a newly·wed couple exp

two people who have just got

Blooming blossoms

married

One of the prettiest sights in America is the
cherry blossom trees in bloom in spring.
And the best place to see them is in Door
County, Wisconsin . Orchards of trees glow
with the little white and pink flowers.
Door County also has cute little shops, great
fishing spots and beautiful state parks.
Another must-see in Door County is the
Swedish restaurant AI Johnson's with the
grass roof and goats grazing on the top of it.
For more information, check out
www.doorcounty.com 0
.~~~~

lay a tribute to someone exp
put something (often flowers) In
order to honour someone

to stroll through 'P
to walk through with no particular
objective

sunset n
the time when the sun goes down

and it becomes night
busy GJ
with a lot of people and movement
to get your bearings p

to understand where you are in
relation to the buildings/objects. etc
the layout n
the design
aaab
an animal that lives in the sea, has
a hard, orange shell on its back and
walks sideways
chowder "
a type of thick soup with pieces
of fish
a lobster n

a sea creature with a hard shell and
two large daws (hands)
a cherry blossom tree
trees that produce beautiful white

flowers
in bloom
if a tree is "in bloom: it has flowers
on it
cute
nice and attractive

a spot
a place

All about the city of Madison, Wisconsin. By Chi Jia
offers. From English as
I would never have imagined myself to be
in love with her; the name sounded vaguely
a Second Language to
familiar when I thought it was time to look
PhD programs, private
institutes to the public
her up on the map. There she was, marked
with a star in south central Wisconsin, a
university, you'll find
state almost surrounded by water. Studying
something that's right for
Wisconsin closer, countless lakes and rivers
you. If not, well, you can
decorate vast open prairies, forests, and
always look to the many
universities, colleges and
farmlands. No wonder the meaning of
Wisconsin is "Gathering of Waters': Most
schools just outside of
cities are located beside at least one lake.
Madison.
Although Wisconsin is known for its dairy
Milwaukee, the biggest city in Wisconsin
and 22 nd largest city in the country, resides
and farming industry, its manufacturing,
on the shore of Lake Michigan, one of the
health care, education and tourism
5 great lakes. One hundred and fifty years
industries are also the major driving force for
ago, large numbers of European immigrants,
its economy. Tied to its economy, there are
including Germans, Scandinavians, Belgians, r various choices for education, catering to all
Dutch, Swiss, Finns, and Irish, started
interests. The state public education system
offers the University of Wisconsin System
settling in Wisconsin . Today, many small
to midsize cities have maintained their
with 26 campuses, including its biggest
traditions and heritage, and various ethnic
campus in Madison, and the Technical
College System with 16 campuses offering
festivals throughout the year attract tourists'
attention.
programs transferable to the University
When I arrived in the capital city, Madison,
of Wisconsin . Among 28 private four-year
, colleges, Marquette University, Milwaukee
I immediately felt affection for it because
School of Engineering, Beloit College, and
of its vibrant atmosphere, beautiful lakes
Lawrence University are highly respected in
and parks, and laidback, friendly people.
It isn/t a big city, so the traffic always
this country.
It's hard to believe that I have lived here for
moves smoothly, but the urban culture
is far richer than the typical midsize US
almost 6 years. As time goes by, my heart
city. The streets are not only used by cars
only grows fonder for this gem, Madison,
Wisconsin 0
and buses, but also by walkers, runners,
cyclists, musicians, food vendors, political
advocacy groups, and foreigners such
as myself. The University of Wisconsin Madison, one of the best public universities
in the country, is right downtown; a busy,
colorful pedestrian street called State Street
connects the magnificent Capitol building
to the university. Various cafes, restaurants,
bookstores, galleries, gift shops, museums,
theatres, and civic centers contribute
to a charming and cozy atmosphere.
Being the capital city and a college town,
Madison has long held the reputation as
one of the elite cities in the US. Close to
60% of the population in Madison has a
college education, and the city has been
consistently ranked in the top ten US
cities (for more information, visit www.
visitmadison.com/visitorinfo/awards.php).
This is due to its natural beauty as well as
the many educational opportunities the city

GLOSSARY
aprailie
a large area of fIa~ grassland in North

Amerka
farmlands n
land that is used to produce cereal or
crops (food)
a gathering n
if there Is a "gathering" of people or

things. those things come together
a vibrant atmosphere

a place with an exciting energy to it
laidback a
calm and relaxed
ill food

vendor

a person who sells food in the street
a political advocacy group
a group of people who want to make
political changes
downtown ad
in the centre of the town/city
busy ad)
with a lot of people
charming
nice. attractive and welcoming
cosy or"
warm and anractive
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A postal worker

Useful Expressions - The Post Office
Listen and repeat these useful expressions.

What you say

What you hear

• Is there a post office near
here?
• What time does the post
office open?
• Where can I buy stamps?
• Where can I get an
envelope, please?
• I would like to send this
letter to the US.
• I would like to send this
letter special-delivery.
• I would like to send a
certified letter.
• I would like to send a parcel
to Australia.
• I'd like sixteen stamps for
Japan, please.
• Is there a post box near
here, please?
• I'd like to send this parcel
registered post.
• Do you have any selfadhesive envelopes?
• I've come to collect a parcel,
please.

• That'1I be X amount, please.
• Shall I leave it here for you?
• There's a post box just
around the corner.
• Just put your name and
address on the back, please.
• Please complete this form.
• This parcel is cash on
delivery.
• First class or second class?
• I just need to weigh it on
the scales.

Speaking
Now use these expressions
to practise asking and
answering quest ions.

Pigeonholes

A padded envelope

Packing material

GLOSSARY
special delivery adv

if you send a letter "special
it arrives faster than

deliyery ~

normal
a certified letter n

a "ce rtified letter" is guaranteed to
arrive at its destination

registe red post n
if you send a letter "registered post':
you pay extra so that the letter is
guaranteed

Registered post

a self-adhesive envelope n
an envelope that you don't have to
lick (to touch with your tong ue) in

A stamp

Lel1erboxes

Scales

A watermark

A stamp machine

14 I www.learnhotenglish.com I For Skype I Telephone speaki ng classes, e-mail classes@lea rn hotenglish.com

order to close it

9 TRACK7

Meetings

How to make work meetings more fun .
Bored at work? TIred of those long, boring meetings?
Try some of these ideas to liven up your office meeting.
1. As the meeting starts,
stand up and say, "So, boss,
what's the 'real' reason for the
meeting?"
2. Half-way through the
meeting, lean back in your
chair, put your feet up on the
table, and say, "Well, this is the
way I see it ..."

3. Pre-prepare a little paper
boat. Then, spill coffee on the
conference table and sail your
boat down the table.

point, pretend to check it in
one of the printouts and act
as if you have just found some
substantiating evidence
there.

9. Every now and then,
smile and wink at someone
who is sitting opposite you
- preferably a guest. Just for a
bit of variety, you might like
to shake your head too, as
if to say that you think the
speaker is lying.

10. As everyone gets up to

4. Every time someone says
something, nod vigorously,
and say"uh-huh, uh-huh!"
5. Each time the boss makes
an important point, make a
little coughing noise.

leave, stand by the door,
shake their hands and thank
them for coming.

GLOSSARY
to liven up p

vb

to make more exciting

to lean back in your chair e

p

to push your body backwards

against the chair so you are at an

6. Bring a hand puppet with
you. Use the puppet to ask
questions during the meeting,
giving it a funny voice, "Hello,
Mr President, what were last
month's sales figures?"
7. Complain loudly that
your neighbour won't stop
touching you. Demand that
the boss make him or her
stop doing it.

angle
to spill vb
if you "spill " a liquid. the liquid

accidentally comes out of a
container

to nod v
to say yes by moving your head up
and down

a coughing noise
a noise you make by (orcing air out
of your mouth
a hand puppet n
a little toy that look5like an animal
or person and that you control with
your hand

a pile of papers n
many papers with one on top of
the other
a printout n
a piece of paper that has been
printed on a photocopier or printer

8 . Bring a large pile of
papers to the meeting. Every
time the speaker makes a

substantiating evidence
evidence that supports a theory
to wink vb

to open and close one eye as a way
of communicating with someone

Five fun activities to stop boredom .
• Every time someone asks you a question, answer them
with the same question. Do it with a serious look on
your face.
• Make a sandwich board advertising your services as
a house cleaner and expert gardener. See if anyone
requires your services.

• Load yourself up with as many books as possible,
then walk down the street trying not to drop any.
• Go to work with a cooking
pan on your head. See how
long you can keep it there
before you are ordered to
remove it.

GLOSSARY
a sandwich board
a form of advertising consisting of

two large pieces of card with text
on them that a person wears on
the body

a

hous~

deaner

a person who does cleaning jobs in

• See how many hairs you
can pull out of a sleeping
person. Wait until your friend
falls asleep then gently start
pulling out his or her hairs. If
they wake up, quickly look at
the ceiling and pretend to
be inspecting it.
What fun! 0

the house

to load yourself up with
something exp
to put many heavy things in your

arms
a cooking pan n
a metal container used for cooking

to remove vo
to take away; to take off
a ceiling
the top part of a room - where the

light usually is

to pretend vb
to act as if something is true even
though it isn't true

9 TRACK9

SIU~IO CRIMINALS
Here's another part in our series on really stupid criminals .
Forgetful Robber
Forty-three year old Marcus Bernstein walked into a
grocery store and demanded all the money in the register.
When the cashier handed it to him, he fled, but left his
wallet on the counter with all his personal details inside.
Police didn't take long to arrest him at his home.
Bubbly Does It
Texan burglar Brad Skimpton broke into a large home in
a suburb of Houston, Texas. Skimpton, 28, spent two hours
preparing bags full of the things he wanted to steal, and
lined them up near the front door, ready to go. However,
just as he was about to go, he decided he wanted to have
a bath, especially after having seen the one in the main
bathroom with a built-in Jacuzzi. So, he went upstairs, ran
the bath and slipped into the warm water. It didn't take
him long to fall asleep. In fact, he didn't even wake up when
the owner returned. On seeing the stranger in his bath, the
owner immediately, phoned the police, who woke up the
snoozing Skimpton.
Hot Thief
Jim Bender, a fifty-eight-year-old burglar from London was
in a house one hot August evening. In fact, it was so hot
that he took off his shirt and hung it over a chair. Minutes
later, he heard a noise, and fled in a panic, leaving the shirt
behind. Unfortunately for Bender, in his shirt pocket there
was a bingo card with his name, address, phone number,
and occupation on it. Police soon caught him. Bender
admitted two other crimes, and got an l8-month prison
sentence.
GLOSSARY
a grocery store U
a shop that sells v"!letables and
fru it. The "'grocer's· in British English
a register n
a com puter that records what you
buy in a shop. It is also where the
money is kept

a cashier n
a person who wo rks w ith the
register
to hand vb
to give

to flee n {p<>st n'd}
to escape; to run away

a wallet
an object men use to carry their
money. credit cards. ete
a burglar
a person who enters private
property with the intention of

stealing things

to break into a place ph 'b
to enter private property. often
with force
to line up phi 'b
to put things in an ordered line
to run a bath exp
to turn on the tap in the bathroom
in order to fill t he bath wit h water
to slip into ph v
to enter something with one
smooth movement
to snooze 'b mf(
to sleep

to hang over P

'b

to put an object over another object

a safe
a metal container for money that
is built into the wall. It has a secret
code for opening it

a bush f1
a small tree

a fingerprint n
invisible marks left by your fingers
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_ OR fiNGERS'

Hello, everybody, and welcome to
my grammar clinic.
Dear Readers,
Last month we looked at some
abstract nouns with the preposition
"to': This month, I thought we'd
continue with our mini-series on
abstract nouns and look at some
nouns that go with the preposition
"for': I hope you find it useful.

Abstract nouns
and the preposition "for"

e) Demand: There is a big
demand for computer technicians.

1) Disrespect: She showed disrespect
for the institution.

a) Admiration: I have a lot of
admiration for her.

h) Taste: He has developed a taste for
Indian food.

b) Appetite: He has a huge appetite
for success.

h) Need: She has a great need for
love.

c) Craving: I have a craving for
chocolate.

i) Sympathy: I have no sympathy for

d) Cure: There is no cure for the
common cold.

j) Recipe: They have a great recipe

k) Remedy: There is no remedy for
this illness.
I) Respect: I have a great deal of
respect for you.
rn) Room: There is no room for
anyone else.
n) Responsibility: I have
responsibility for these children.
Well, kind readers, I really hope my
explanations have helped you.

him.

Yours, Or Fingers.
for chocolate cake.

Please send your questions or stories
to: clinic@hotenglishmagazine.com

Learn more! Get an idioms booklet! 300 usefu l idioms + audio files. For more information, visit: www.learnhotenglish.com I www.learnhotenglish.com I
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Authentic conversations to help improve your listening skills

Guitar Heroes

This month two British men are talking about rock music and guitar
heroes. Listen to the conversation ana answer these two questions:
1. What does one of the speakers say in favour
of rock music?
2. What does the other speaker say against
rock music?

Bob:
Jim:
Bob:
Jim:
Bob:
Jim:
Bob:
Jim:
Bob:

Jim:
Bob:
Jim:
Bob:

j

Jim: It's all right, but you can't sleep.
Bob: You can't sleep? So what is so good about
these bands?

Jim: Come on, all the movements of their

Jim: Have you read that article about guitar
heroes? Did you see the order of them?
I don't believe it. Do you?
Well, to be honest I don't really care that
much, you know? It's not interesting, it's a
bit over-rated if you ask me, all that.
Oh, come on.
Come on what? I mean, it's all
narcissistic: I hate myself, things like that.
Have you ever listened to Jimmy Page?
Jimmy Page is he, who is he? I've never
heard of Jimmy page.
Led Zeppelin? Come on.
Led Zeppelin? Was that some kind of
balloon or something?
Yeah, of course, but that's just a joke.
From The Who?
From The Who, well, anyway, my point
is that it just annoys me because all
the time people are talking about rock
guitar. I mean, what about, like, Mozart or
Beethoven?
Oh, you're classical.
Aye, but there's talent, it doesn't matter.
There's a lot of violence in classical music?
Violence? I don't think so. I think some
of the most beautiful music you will ever
hear is when you go to the opera and it's
beautiful.

tfJV ;j'[j7)I.:If:Jr-zr
L 'j'W

Bob:
Jim:
Bob:
Jim:
Bob:
Jim:
Bob:
Jim:
Bob:
Jim:

fingers, and all the sounds you don't
normally hear. Come on, it's great, it's
exciting, building it up.
Building it up? So who has impressed
you? Tell me. Tell me one person who is
really talented.
Jimmy Page.
Jimmy Page. Why Jimmy Page?
He plays the guitar with a, with a bow,
with a violin bow. Have you ever seen
that?
With a bow?
Great sounds
Well, I'm sure that a classical composer
could do so much better than Jimmy Page.
All these guys have been dead for
hundreds of years. Are you really
interested in them?
Oh, well, let's leave this. Do you fancy a
drink?
Aye, why not, yeah . 0

a guitar hero n
a famous or popular rock guitar
player
a bit exp
a little amount

over·rated ad)
with a reputation that is too high;
with a reputation that you don't

deserve
come on exp

an expression people use when
they hear something they don't
agree with or th ink is silly
I mean ex
people often use this to emphasise

what they are going to say

narcissistic 0'
obsessed with your beauty

a balloon n
a round object filled with air that
floats in the air

it isn't important
abow n

a long, wooden object used to play
the violin
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Authentic conversations by native American speakers

US Bar Chat - Swiss Army Knives
This month two young Americans are talking about Swiss Army Knives
and gadgets. Listen to the conversation and answer these questions:
1. What does one of the speakers say in favor of
Swiss Army Knives?
2. What does the other speaker say against
Swiss Army Knives?

Bobby: Hey, how are you? Get a load of my
Swiss Army Knife.

Brady: Wow, is it new?
Bobby: Yeah, I just bought it today
Brady: Why did you buy it?
Bobby: Well, I mean, isn't the Swiss Army Knife
the best gadget in the world?

Brady: I don't know about that. That's saying
something.
Bobby: Oh is it, welL ..
Brady: Why do you think it's the best gadget
in the world?

Bobby: Well, I mean, look it has a knife if I need
to cut something. It has a saw if I need
to saw something. It has a toothpick
if I need to pick. It has a tweezer if I
need to tweeze ...
Brady: OK, but I think I could invent a gadget
that has a bit more. It's for outdoorsy
people, so why doesn't it have a
flashlight or a button for emergency
phone calls?
Bobby: Well, I mean, it doesn't need one. It has
a magnifying glass. If you need light,
you can start a fire.
Brady: OK. And the saw is about the size of
my finger.
Bobby: Well, yeah, I mean, it's been used
many a time. In 1989 Professor John
Ross, a doctor in rural Uganda wrote
that he had used the saw blade
attachment to perform six emergency
amputations, his surgical saw having
been stolen. I myself have brought
many a seemingly desperate situation
to a happy conclusion by the
employment of the corkscrew on
my own Swiss Army Knife. The only
down side to owning one is running
into somebody whose model features
more employments than your own.
Brady: Wow, you sure know a lot of the Swiss
Army Knife and its history. Did you
memorize that off the back of the box?
Bobby: Yes. Yes I did.
Brady: Nice. Well, I don't know. It's, it's a good
gadget. but I think they could improve it.
Bobby: Hmm. You might be right. 0

GLOSSARY
a gadget
a small machine or device that does
something useful
get a load of xp n~

look at

that's saying something exp
that is something interesting!
important

asaw
an object used for cutting trees or
large pieces of wood
to p ick fb
to take, collect or remove
tweezers n
a metal object used for taking small

things or pulling out hair

outdoorsy people e~p nfo
people who enjoy being outside in
the country/ mountains, ete

a flashllght n

an object that produces light when
you press a button. A "torch" in

British English
a magnifying glass
a round glass object for making
things look bigger

an attachment n
something that is added to another

thing
an amputation n
cuning off an arm or leg

to bring something to a happy
conclusion exp
to find a good solution to a

problem
the employment of something

ex
the use of something

a corkscrew n
an object used for taking the cork
out of a wine bottle

the down side ex
the negative aspect of something
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Answers on page 29
in front of an audience =
a perfo _ _ _ __
12: Something that isn't true
or correct =
aninac ______
14: To copy to imi _ __
15: A special safety chair for
children in a car =
a boos
seat.
17: To say that something
is negative (bad/ugly/
inaccurate, etc) =
to br_ something.
18: A cruel, shocking action =
an atro.____
21: To excite or to cause
emotion = to thr_ _ __
22: With very little left = in
short sup_ _ _ __
23: To walk in an area with
no particular purpose = to
wan _ _ around aimlessly.
26: A glass container for
food/sweets, etc = a j _ _ .
29: Attractive = pleasing to
thee __.

=

Across

20: Destruction caused by

7: The bad person in a film =
thevil __.
10: The person/country that
organises and manages an
event = the h
11: An official instruction
given by an authority = a
dir_ _ _ __
13: An informal word that
means to sleep = to sno__ .
16: To gain an advantage
over someone by doing
something clever = to
outmano_____
19: Correct and with the
correct information =
ac._ _ __

heavy rain

Jokes
1G 2E 3H 4A

se

6F 7B BD

Eurovlslon song lyrics
1b 2a 3c 4a Sb 6a 7c 8b

British Bar Chat
1. One of the speakers says that guita r heroes produce exciting music with lots of finger movement.

=flood dam__

Down
1: Good at finding solutions
to problems

22: Only = sol _ _ _
24: To discover what a code
means = to deci _ _ __
a code.
25: To give =to h, _ __
27: To connect = to li _ __
28: To inspect; to look at in
order to find information =to
sur_ __
30: If an option is like this, it
may happen = to be on the
ta, _ __
31: The computer that
records what you buy in a
shop = the regi _ _ __

= resou _ __

2: An invisible mark left by
your fingers = a fingerp __
3: New and original =
inno______

4: To change = to al _ __
5: Feelings of suspicion =
dist._ _ __

6: A song that is easy to

remember = a ca _ _ __
tune.
8: Brutal, violent and
primitive = sava _ __
9: A person who sings or acts

us Bar Chat

Typical Dialogues

1. One of the says that Swiss Army Knives are
good be<ause they are the best gadget in the
wo rld. and because they have a knife, a saw,

1. The curator tells Bob about a painting by Goya.
2. Bob breaks a priceless vase.

tweezers, a magnifying glass and a toothpick.

2. The other speaker says that they are a bit
limited be<a use they don't have a flashligh t or
a bunon for e mergency phone calls. a nd the
magnifying glass is too small.

Quiz Analysis
Mostly "a" ~ You like to keep a low profile in the

Second listening
1. Kick him senseless.
2. White<hapel Road.
3. Because the production company can't afford
the radio rights (or him.

office.

FIuenc:y Prac:Iice

Most ly · b-= What are you doing in an office? You

B:
1. He's got bu tterflies in his stomach.
2. The walk will hel p blow the cobwebs away.
3. 1sent her away wit h a flea in her ear.

should be on television!

and all the sounds you don't normally hear.
2. The other speaker doesn't like g uitar heroes

TrNio Matching

The Whltechapel Trouser 5natcher

because they are over-rated and narcissistic.

lA 2D 3E 4G SK 6C 7H 8B 9F 10lllJ 121 l3M

Flrstllste nlng
He has his trousers torn off.

4. He's got the attention spa n of a gnat.

S. We were moving at a snail's pace.
6. Don't send it by snail mail.
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f.D Doors of all
V public buildings

.!l

E
::l

o

must open
outwards.

f.D It is illegal to sell

9
Here are some more
crazy laws from the US.
These ones are from
Florida and Georgia.
{US English spelling}

f.D Women in a beauty

9

hair dryer.

f.D If an elephant is left tied
to a parking meter, the
parking fee has to be
paid.

f.D It is illegal to sing in

9

offense to shower naked.

f.D You are not allowed to

9

city ordinance to
hang your clothes
outside on a clothesline.

break more than three
dishes per day.

f.D It is illegal to use

9

f.D The molestation of

9
9

f.D Donkeys may not be kept

9

in bathtubs.

a protected species.

f.D Persons may not tow

9

profanity in front of a
dead body which is lying
in a funeral home.

trash cans is prohibited.

f.D Chickens are considered

a sled behind their
bicycles.

f.D Stage nudity is banned,
V with the exception of
bona fide theatrical
performa nces.

a public place whilst
wearing a swimsuit.

f.D It is considered an

9

f.D It is against the

9

salon may be fined for
falling asleep under a

9

your children.

f.D Signs are required to be

9

written in English.

f.D No one may carry an ice-

9

cream cone in their back
pocket if it is Sunday.

f.D All citizens must own a

9

rake. 0

f.D Beer may not be sold

9

between 2am and 7am.

f.D Lap dances must be
V given at least six feet
away from a customer.

GLOSSARY

a beauty salon n
a shop where you can have skin or
hair treatment

a hair dryer n
an electrical device for drying wet
hair

a parking meter n
an objec't that you put money in so
you can buy a parking ticket and

have permission to park in an area
a fee n
an amount of money that you must
pay for a service/ product
naked ad!

with no clothes on
a clothesline n
a piece of string/plastic on wh ich
you hang wet clothes so they dry

molestation n
destruction/ damage
a trash can n
an object in which you throw

rubbish (old bits of paper, ete)

to tow vb
to pull a car that is attached to you r
car with a strong bit of rope/metal

asled
an objec't you sit on in order to travel
over snow

stage nudity n
acting. singing or dancing with no
clothes on

toban b
to prohibit

bonafide adj
valid; legal
a lap dance n
a sexy dance in an XXX dub

profanity n
taboo words; swear words

a funeral home
a building where dead bodies are
prepared for burial

a bathtub
an object in the bathroom in which
you can sit/lie in order to wash

yourself
an ice·cream cone n
food in the form of a cone. Ice cream
is placed on top of the cone

a rake n
an object used to collect leaves in
a garden
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What is "cool" in fashion?
These days, many
fashion houses contract
"coolhunters" to help them
answer that question.
We spoke to Julio Cesar
Aguilera, a "coolhunter",
to find out all about
"coolhunting".
By Marta Wendlinger
What is "coolhunting"?
"Coolhunting" is basically observing people in an
organised, planned way, and record ing this information
so that businesses can use it. Before "coolhunting"
began, businesses imposed new designs and habits of
consumerism on the public. But later they real ised that
"ordinary" people had a lot to offer in terms of creativity.
And so the process was reversed: businesses started
hiring individuals to observe people. Later, businesses
can use that information when designing and selling their
products. Take the example of sushi. A few years ago,
sush i wasn't "cool '~ But then people started saying that it
was healthy, pleasing to the eye, minimalist, and it had
an interesting ritual associated with it ... so it became
popular .. . and cool. These days, cool hunting happens
in all the major fashion cities (London, Paris, Milan and
New York City), plus it has expanded to cities as diverse as
Seoul, Moscow, Rio and Buenos Aires, where people, often
because of necessity, have become creative.

How did it all start?
The phrase first appeared in 1997 in an article featured
in "New Yorker" magazine entitled, The Cool Hunt written
by Malcolm Gladwell, where he simply described what a
friend did as a job. That person was none other than Dee
Dee Gordon, currently the owner of Look Look, the largest
company dedicated to American teen coolhunting and
worth millions of dollars.

Fashion Dressing
Do you have a closet full of
clot hes but never know what
to wear? Do you wa lk into a
fashion store, wander around
aimlessly, and never know
w here to start o r w hat to look
for? Do you want to look your
best but ju st don't know how?
If you've answered "yes" to
any of these quest ions, try
out a fashion conS Ulting
session or personal
sho pping. You'll learn
exactly w hat colou rs, styles
of cl othing and accessories
highlight you r unique assets,
savi ng precious ti m e, energy, and above all
m oney when you shop. Great for men and women of any
age. By appoi ntment on ly.
www.one2o nefashion.commarta@one2on efashion.com 617-552-035

What exactly does a coolhunter do?
Explore. Walk. Get lost in the city. Talk to
people. The street is like a movie ... you always
have to have your camera, because if not,
you'd lose scenes. But each "coolhunter"
has their own concept of what's "cool "
(snobby, grubby, kitsch), and is ultimately
influenced by personal preferences and
prejudices. I look at everything: posters, graffiti,
ads, and I pick up flyers too. Later, I use it all to
process that "walk". Coolhunters walk where others don't
go, avoiding all those well -known touristy routes, looking
for new bars, strange little businesses, vintage clothing
stores, funky T-shirt shops, new cuisine restaurants ...

How did you get involved?
I've always been interested in the "MTV generation;' and
urban tribes such as Goths, Punks, and Mods. Seeing
an opportunity for myself, I started investigating and
contacting known "cool hunters" in New York, Milan, and
London. Eventually, I developed a relationship with the
Milan-based company The Future Concept Lab who hired
me in 2006 as their Barcelona correspondent to write an
in-depth report on what was "cool" in terms of deSign,
home furnishings, fashion, entertainment and culture,
food, body-beauty (tattoos, piercings, hair/ make-up),
technology, and lifestyle. The Barcelona report was part of
a larger report featuring ten other Mediterranean cities,
among them Istanbul, Marseille, Beirut, Naples and Cairo.

What qualities must a " coolhunter" have to be
succesSful?
You have to be a keen observer of people with a
background in design, fine arts, and aesthetics; and it's
always helpful to have lived in various countries in order
to compare different urban phenomena. 0

GLOSSARY
pleasing to the eye exp
attractive
because of necessity p
because they have no option
snobby adj

sophisticated and uppe' class
grubby
dirty and g,ungy
kitsch
of poor q uality; of an inferior or

ridiculous style
to p ick up
v
to collect; to take in your hands

aftyer n
a piece of paper with information

about a product. a concert, etc
a keen observer of people p
someone who is good at noticing
things about people
a eloset n U~
a piece of furnit ure with two doors
at the front for clothing or other
things. A "wardrobe'" in British

English
to wander around a imlessly eJC
to walk In a place with no particu lar
object ive

FREE subscription if you recommend Hot English La nguage Services to your company. E·ma il dasses@learnhotenglish.com I www.learnhotenglish.com/23
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Jokes anecdotes and stories as told by native English speakers.
The idiot and the

"a n a
An idiot walks into a
hardware store. He sees an
ad for a chainsaw that can
cut 6 trees in one hour. The
idiot is suitably impressed,
and buys it.
However, the next day, the
idiot brings it back and says,
"This chainsaw is defective.
It would only cut down one
tree and it took me all day!"
Confused, the salesman
takes the chain saw and
starts it up to see what's
wrong . At which point, the
idiot asks, "Hey, what's that
noise?"

Funera CO
en
Three friends die in a car
accident and go to heaven.
Once there, an angel asks
them, "When you are in
your coffin and friends and
family are mourning you,
what would you like to hear
them say about you?"
The first guy says, "I'd like
to hear them say that I was
a great doctor, and a great
family man:'
The second guy says, "I'd
like to hear that I was
a wonderful husband,
and that I made a huge
difference to society:'
And the last guy replies, "I'd

like to hear them say, 'Look!
He's moving!'"

e
Two idiots walk into a
bar. One of them tells the
bartender to line up six
glasses of wh isky. The idiots
lift their glasses and drink
a toast, "Here's to 51 days!"
and they proceed to down
their drinks. Once again,
they tell the bartender to
line the drinks up; and once
again they drink a toast to
the 51 days and down their
drinks.
The bartender is curious
and says, "I don't get

it. Why are you drinking a
toast to 51 days?"
And one of the idiots replies,
"Well, we just finished a
jigsaw puzzle. On the box,
it had '2-4 years; but we
finished it in 51 days. Aren't
we clever?"

a shop that sells tools or
equ ipment for repairing things. An
"ironmonger's· in British English

a chainsaw
an electrical device for cutting trees

suita bly impressed e
convinced abou t someth ing
d efective d)

if a product is "defect ive~ it doesn't
work properly

~"'".....- ... to start something up prU
..-:-r _ ......_ to start an engine/ motor

a coffin n
a box in which dead bodies are
placed

a person who works in a bar servi ng

L:',.J.&]i~~!!!!::;"',.J.---~

I

drinks,
etca toast e p
to drink
to celebrate something by saying

a few words and touching glasses
before drinking

to down your drink

;J

to drink the contents of a glass
I don't get i t .p

I don't understand it
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Answers on page 29

In the museum

1. A building that has paintings,

See if you can identify the word .
Then, try to find the words in the Wordsearch . Good luck!
IRead the vocabulary page 32/33 before doing this. Answers on page 33)
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exhibitions and artefacts = a mu _ __
2. A painting, sculpture or drawing that
is considered an important or valuable
piece of art = a
of art.
3. An old object of cultural or
archaeological interest = an ar_ __
4. A public event with works of art based
on a theme or from the same artist = an
ex,_ _ _ _ _ ,
5. A place in a museum with a permanent
exhibition of works of art =a ga _ __
6. A person in charge of protecting things
guard.
in a museum = a se
7. The place where you can buy gifts or
souvenirs in a museum = the museum
s,_ __
8. An image created with coloured paints =
apai _ _ __
9. A work of art created with stone or
metal = a scu _ _ __
10.The money you pay to enter a museum
= an entrance f_ __
11. A machine that checks the contents of
your bags = an X-ray s_ __
12.An exhibit that involves some kind of
communication between the visitor and
the exhibit = an in
exhibit.
13.A person who takes people around a
museum explaining things = a tour

g- - 14.A trip around the museum with a guide
(a person who explains things) = a
guidedt_ __
15.A person who visits a museum = a
vis _ __
16.Someone who is in charge of the objects
in a museum = a cu _ __

Learn more! Get an idioms booklet! 300 usefu l idioms + audio files. For more informat ion, visit: www.learnhotenglish.com I www.learnhotenglish.com I 25

Trivia Matching
Exercise
See if you can do this matching exercise. Look at the list of things (1 to 13),
and the photos (D - m ). Write a letter next to the name of each thing in the list below. Answors alsoonpage20

1. An emu
2. A polar bear
3. A footprint
4. Manure
5. The breaststroke

6. A rubber band
7. A navel
8. Alung
9. Abee

10. A windy day

11. The shore
12. A feast
13. Goofing around

9 TRACK lS

Weird Trivia
This is another part in our mini-series on strange facts. Whoever thought the world was so absurd?
Emus cannot walk backwards.
No word in the English language
rhymes with the word "month':
Polar bears can eat as many as 86
penguins in a single sitting. What a
feast!

Goofy had a wife, Mrs Goofy, and one
son, Goofy Junior.
Neil Armstrong first
stepped on the
moon with his left
foot

t·

~.

The world camel population is
19,627,000, which is about the same as
the population of Australia .
Cows produce around
30 kilos of manure
every day.
Captain Matthew Webb
of England was the first
person to swim the
English Channel using the
breaststroke.
Frederick the
Great of Prussia
tried to ban the
consumption
of coffee, and
demanded that
people drink
alcohol instead.
The most popular name for a cat is
Kitty; and the number-one name for
dogs is Brandy

Actor Tommy Lee
Jones and former
vice-president AI
Gore shared a flat at
Harvard.

Rubber bands last longer when
refrigerated.
The word "samba" means "to rub

Your right lung takes in more air than
your left one does.
You are more likely to get stung by a
bee on a windy day than in any other
kind of weather.
Luca Luise is not a lucky man. In 1983,
a fierce gust of wind blew 45-year-old
Luise's car into a river near Naples, Italy.
Fortunately, he managed to break
a window, climb out of the car and
swim to shore. However, once on dry
land, a tree blew over and knocked
him unconscious. 0
GLOSSARY
to rhyme with exp
if two words · rhyme with'" one an·
other, they have the same sound
in a si ngle sitting exp
at one time (without having a break)

tob." b
to prohibit
goofy a I
a bit silly o r ridiculous

to step on phr vb
to put your foot on

m.nure n
cow excrement/waste
breast s't roke n
a style of swimming that involves
moving your arms outwards, and

your legs like. frog

aflat r
an apartment
a rubber band n

a thin circle of very elastic rubber

to refrigerate v
to put in the refrigerator (the large
electrical box for keeping things

cold)

to rub VI
to move one thing against another
a ".vel n
the hole in your stomach

a lung n
an organs in your chest that fill with
air. There are two of them
more likely to

probably going to
to sting ,b (po ,t
tl
stung
if an insect "stings" you, it bites you
abee n

a black and yellow insect that makes
honey

a fierce gust of wind ~xp
a strong and sudden amount of
wind
to swi m to shore p
to swim until you arrive at the coast

or land
to knock someone unconscious 0
to hit someone and make them lose
consciousness

FREE subscription if you recommend Hot English La nguage Services to your company. E·mail classes@learnhotenglish.com I www.learnhotenglish.com/27

YTHEMUSEUM
Learn some useful words and expressions to talk about museums.
A museum - a building that
has paintings, exhibitions
and artefacts. What's the
greatest museum in the

An artefact - an old object
of cultural or archaeological
interest. And no, we're
not talking about your
grandmother!
An exhibition (an "exhibit" in
US English) - a public event
with works of art based on
a theme or from the same
artist.

world? See our list below
for the ten best museums of
all time. Do you agree with
the list?
A work of art - a painting,
sculpture or drawing that is
considered an important or
valuable piece of art.

A gallery - a place in a
museum with a permanent
exhibition of works of art.
These days you can visit
virtual galleries on the
internet. Try this site for
the best links to virtual
museums: http://icom.
museum/vlmp/gal leries.html
A security guard - a person
who is in charge of security
in a museum. Often found
looking bored in one of the
galleries.

Gustav Vigeland . Vigeland
also designed the layout of
the grounds. It's a fantastic
place to visit.

people's favourite part of
the museum.
A painting - an image
created with coloured
paints. The Mona Lisa with
her enigmatic smile is a
fine example.
A sculpture - a threedimensional work of art.
Have you ever been to
Vigeland Park in Oslo? It
has 192 sculptures with
more than 600 figures, all
modelled in full-size by

An entrance fee - the
money you pay to enter
a museum. In the past,
museums used to be free in
Britain. Now most of them
charge you.
A X-ray scanner - a
machine that checks the
contents of your bags. Why
don't they scan your bags
on the way out?

An interactive exhibit - an
exhibit that involves some
kind of communication
between the visitor and the

The museum shop - the
place where you can buy
gif ts or souvenirs in a
museum. This is many

The World's Ten Best Museums
Here's our list of the top ten museums of all time.
Are there any more that you'd add to the list?

GLOSSARY
a gift

The Louvre, Paris
With its pyramid skyl ight and
Mona Lisa, it's on the top of
everyone's list of places to visit in
Paris.
The Prado, Madrid
Full of works by Spanish artists
including Goya, Velasquez and El
Greco.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art
(the Met), New York City
The Met is famous for its older
paintings and sculptures by some
of history's most famous artists,
including Leonardo Da Vinci and
Pablo Picasso.

a present

The Museum of Modern Art
(MOMA), New York City
The MOMA is smaller than the
Met, but just as good. You can see
works by contemporary artists
such as Andy Warhol and Roy
Lichtenstein here.

The Guggenheim, Bilbao, Spain
The titanium-clad museum is so
distinctive that you'll never forget
it.

British Museum, London
Full of the treasures acquired
(some say "stolen") during the
height of the British Empire. There
are more than 7 million artefacts,
including the Rosetta Stone.

Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris
France's collection of modern and
industrial art. Divided between
the modern artists from 1905 to
1960, and the contemporaries
from 1960 onwards.

The Vatican Museum, Rome
Twenty-two collections ranging
from Egyptian art to ancient maps
to modern religious art.

The Tate Modern, London
An impressive museum of
contemporary international art in
an old power st at io n .

a souvenir
somet hing that you buy and that

reminds you of a place
an enigmatic smile n
a smile that is difficult to define or
understand

t he layout n
the design

the grounds n

The Smitnsonian,
Washington, DC
Housing some of the country's
most important memories,
including Charles Lindbergh's
Spirit of St Louis monoplane, and
the contents of Lincoln's pockets
on the night he was assassinated.

the area of land where somet hing is

to scan Ib
if a machine ·scans· a bag. it moves
X-rays over it in order to see Inside it

a lever n
a handle that is attached to a piece
of machinery

a knob ,.
a round switch attached to a piece
of machinery

can't be bothered to 'XI'
can't nnd the energy to
a leaflet n
a piece of paper with information
about a product/service/concert, etc

a plaque n
a piece of metal or wood with
information written on it
a beard n
hair on the face

a tweed jacket 11
a jacket made of tweed (a th ick type
of wool)

a skylight
a window in a roof

a power station n
a place where electricity is generated
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Do you own

lenglish

or run an
English academy?
bothered to read the leaflets
or the information plaques
below the work of art.
A visitor - a person who
visits a museum. There are
three classes of visitor:
a) The rapid visitor - they run
through the museum and
see absolutely everything in
just under an hour.
b) The pensive visitor - they
spend hours contemplating
individual works of art.
c) The conscientious visitor
- they will dedicate a whole
day in the museum to seeing
absolutely everything.

exhibit. This may include
touching buttons, moving
levers or pressing knobs.
How exciting!
A tour guide - a person who
takes you around a museum
explaining things and telling
you jokes, anecdotes and
stories related to the work of
art or artist.

A curator - someone who
is in charge of the objects in
a museum. The traditional
image of a curator is of an
elderly man with a beard, a
pair of glasses and a tweed
jacket. In reality, most
curators look like Harrison
Ford 0

A guided tour - a trip around
the museum with a guide (a
person who explains things).
Ideal for those who can't be

•
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•
•
•
•
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Visit out site for more details:
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TYPICAL DIALOGUES THE USEU
Listen to this dialogue and learn some useful vocabulary
and expressions.
In this conversation, Bob is visiting the
museum. He is wandering around unsure
of where to go when he meets the museum
curator. Listen to the conversation and
answer these two questions.

1. What does the curator tell Bob about?
2. What does Bob break? Answers on page 20

Bob:
Curator:
Bob:
Curator:
Bob:
Curator:
Bob:
Curator:
Bob:
Curator:
Bob:
Curator:
Bob:

Morning. This is a nice painting, isn't it?
Yes, one of Goya's most famous works.
Work here, do you?
Yes, I am the museum curator.
Oh, very posh. That's a nice jug.
It is a vase. A Ming vase. It is one of the
museums most priceless artefacts.
What's it for? Drinking beer?
Not exactly.
Hey, do you mind if I follow you
around a bit?
I beg your pardon?
I mean, could you tell me about this
painting?
Well, I am rather busy. You really need
to get onto a guided tour.
Couldn't you just tell me about this
work of art? You are here, after all.
Please.

Curator: Our guides will be able to help you ...
Bob: Please.
Curator: Oh, all right. This painting that you are
looking at is known as the Self-Portrait
with Or Arrieta. As you can see, Goya
is sitting up in bed, more dead than
alive, leaning back against the doctor,
who supports the patient's weight
with one arm and with the other
raises a glass of medicine towards the
patient's lips ...
Bob: (Touching the painting.) But what's this
smudge here?
Curator: No, you mustn't touch the painting.
Bob: I didn't.
Curator: Yes, you did. Please don't put your
fingers on it. And you mustn't cross
this rail.
Bob: Oh, you're getting all strict.
Curator: Well, I really must be getting on.
Bob: (Bob picks up the vase.) Hey, this vase
doesn't weigh much.
Curator: Put that down. It is more than 3,000
years old.
Bob: Here, catch! (Bob pretends to throw it.)
Curator: Do not touch that!
Bob: No, only joking. (Bob drops the vase.)
Whoops! Have you got any glue?
Curator: Guard! Guard! 0

GLOSSARY
a curator n

a person who is in charge of the
objects in a museum
very posh XI
very sophisticated
ajug n

a container (or liquid such as waterl
milk,etc
a vase n

a container (or flowers
prlcele .. 1d,
very, very valuable
an artefact n
an old object that has a lot of value
to follow someone around exp
to wa lk behind someone and to go
where they go
rather busy p
with quite a lot of work to do
a guided tour n
a special trip arou nd a museum wit h
someone explaining things to you

aguide n
a person who takes people around a
museum explaining things to them
to lean back p r vb

to push your body back against
something so that you are at an

angle
to ra i se
to move from a low position to a
higher position
lips n

the part of your mouth that you use
for kissing
a smudge
a mark; a dirty mark

a rail n
a rope or barrier that marks a line
that you must not cross
I must be getting on r:p

I have toga
whoopsJe.r:p
an expression people use when t hey
make a mistake or break something
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Learn the kind of English you need for social occasions.
This month: renting a car. Listen and repeat these expressions.
Please see page 39 for a useful guide on types of car.
What you say
• I'd like to rent a car,
please.
• How much is it per hour?
How much is it per day?
How much is it per
kilometre?
• How much is the
insurance?
• Do you need to see my
driver's licence?
• Can I leave the car in
another city?
• Is it petrol or diesel? Does
it take petrol or diesel?
• There appears to be a
dent in the bodywork.
• There's a scratch at the
back.

Priceless
~ent-A-car

is;::

• Where is the car?
• What's the car
registration number?
• Where do I have to leave
it when I've finished?

Part 11 Now listen to this social English
dialogue. In this conversation, Sally is in a
car rental office. She wants to rent a car.
Sales:
Sally:
Sales:
Sally:
Sales:
Sally:
Sales:
Sally:
Sales:
Sally:
Sales:
Sally:
Sales:

Sally:
Sales:

Sally:
Sales:
Sally:
Sales:

Good morning. How may I help you?
Good morning. I'd like to rent a car for
the day.
OK. Any car in mind?
Just an ordinary four-door car.
We've got a Peugeot 206 if you like.
Yes, that would be fine. How much is it
per day?
It's 80 pounds per day with unlimited
mileage, and that includes insurance.
That sounds all right.
And the excess is 200 pounds.
What does that mean?
Well, if you have an aCcident, you have
to pay the first 200 pounds.
OK. I'm not really planning on having an
accident.
Very wise. So, just fill in this form,
please. And I need to see your driving
licence, and I'll have to swipe your credit
card.
OK. Here you are.
Very good. Here are the keys. The car is
in bay 62, in parking space 91 . It's a blue
Peugeot 206 station wagon.
Great.
Drive safely.
Thanks. Bye.
Bye.

• What do I do with the
keys?
• Is it manual ("stickshift"
US) or automatic?
• Sorry, but I put diesel in
the petrol tank.
• I'm sorry but I crashed the
car.
• I'm sorry but I've written
the car off. I've totalled
the car (US)
• The car is a write off. Can
you give me another one?

What you hear
• It comes with a full tank
of petrol.
• Please return it with a full
tank.
• The keys are here.
• The car is parked in
the car park, in bay 24,
parking space 823.
• Just phone this number if
you have any difficulties.
• The registration number
is PY2 4TZ.
• Just fill out this form,
please
• May I see your driving
licence, please?
• I'll just take down your
details.
• It's got unlimited
mileage.
• I need to swipe your
credit card.
• You will be liable for the
excess, which is 200
pounds. 0

~ National CarRental.

GLOSSARY
to rent/hire

VI

to pay money to use something for a

limited period of time
insurance
if you pay for "i nsurance~ you receive
money/ compensation if you have

an accident
a driver's licence "
a formal document that shows you
have permission to drive

a dent n
a hole in the surface

a scratch n
a small cut on the surface of
somet hing

a registration number n
t he numbers and letters at the back
and front of a car that Identify a car
• tank n

the object in a car in which you put
petrol/gaS/d iesel

to write a car off exp
to destroy a car completely
to total a car pUS
to destroy a car completely

awrite·off
if a car is a "write ·off ~ it is completely
destroyed

a bay n
an enclosed area in a building that is
used for a specific purpose

a parking space
an area in a car park where you can
parka car

unlim ited mileage
if the car has "unlimited mileage~
you can travel as far as you like
without being charged for It

to swipe fb
Ifthey "swlpe" yourcard. they put
your card into a little machine in
order to register it

the excess n
a limited amount of money you
mu sl pay for repairs if you have an
accident
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9 TRACK 18

OUIZ AREYOU ATE ONSE KER?
Are you an attention seeker? Are you the kind of person who loves attention at work? Or do you prefer to
remain anonymous? Do our quiz and find out whether you are an attention seeker or not. Quiz Analysis on page 20
1. Work is an opportunity to:
al Progress in the profession
of my choice.
bl Show everyone what
a great and fantastic
person I am.

2. How do you like to work?
al In silence.
bl With my music on full blast,
moving my body in rhythm
to the beat. Every now and
then I get up for a little
dance. Irish River Dancing
is my favourite. Everyone
loves to watch me.

bl I'm organising a work
outing to the local pub
for a few after-work
drinks. "Last one to the
pub's a dork!"
4. What type of clothes do
you wear to work?
al Something that says that
I'm professional.
blAnything which will get
me noticed: a flashy
pink tie, a pair of really
tight trousers, brightlycoloured shoes - you
name it, I'll wear it.

6. How often do you stop for
a break during the day?
al Once in the morning and
once in the afternoon.
bl About every ten minutes.
That way I can keep
people up-to-date with
the latest news, gossip
or rumours. It's important
to let people know about
these things.

3. It's Friday late afternoon

5. You're in a staff meeting.

and work is just finishing.
What's happening?
al I'm trying to finish off as
much work as possible so
I don't have to take any
work home with me.

What are you doing?
alTaking notes quietly.
blTelling jokes, making
funny comments, and
putting my hand up at
every opportunity so I can

7. Your biggest fear at work
is ...
al Losing my job.
blBeing stuck in a room on
my own with no one to
talk to.

8. It's first thing Monday
morning. What are you
doing?
al I'm catching up on all my
e-mails.
bl I'm telling everyone what
a wonderful weekend I
had. I sometimes bring
in videos of me with my
family or friends to show
everyone what a great,
fun person I really am.
9. What do you do for
lunch?
al I bring in a packed lunch
and eat it at my desk.
bl I bring in loads of
food and share it with
everyone in the office.
People love my cooking. 0
32
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GLOSSARY
an attention seeker
a person who does things in order

to get attention from others
on full blast ad,
at the maximum amount

an outing n
a trip organised for a class/office

adork "1 Ifo m
an idiot

flashy

1

that is bright and very colou rfu l

atie n
an object men wear around the

neck and on a shirt

to keep people up-ta-date ex"
to tell people about the latest
information

the latest 011
the most recent
gossip ,.,
information about other people's

private lives

being stuck 0
being trapped
to catch up on something p
to deal with all the jobs and work
that has accumulated over a period
of time

9 TRACK 19

ruce Gormy thought it would be funny to play a
practical joke on his grandmother, but it all went
horribly wrong. Gormy, 45, was out shopping
with his elderly grandmother. When they got to the
bank, Gormy told his 93-yea r- old grandmother to go
into the bank and to hand over a note, which he gave
her. The innocent geriatric entered the bank and gave
the teller the note, which said, "Give me all of your
money. This is a stick-up:'
Immediately, the teller sounded the bank's alarm
system, and police and FBI surrounded the building.
However, instead of a gang of armed robbers, police
found the confused pensioner. Gormy (junior)
was charged with criminal attempt of robbery by
intimidation .

B

ust recently, Warmington Town Hall received a 3,000euro dental bill from a local woman. Apparently,
it all started when Mrs Joanna Dente came in to
get a licence for her pet snake. As she was wa iting, she
helped herself to a sweet from a jar on the counter. But
on taking a bite into the hard sweet, she broke a tooth .
"1took the candy, so it's partially my fault;' Dente, 67,
said. "But I wouldn't have taken it if it wasn't there. And
anyway, they shouldn't have
such hard sweets, especially
GLOSSARY
not for people my age:'
to go ho"lbly wrong exp
to be a disaste r
Meanwhile, the jar of sweets
a geriatric n
remains on the counter.
a very old person

J

a telle r n U~
the person who works in a bank
dealing with customers

man is under arrest after posing as
a garage attendant. Brian Boule
sold gasoline to drivers for $'0 a
tank, then pocketed the money. Police
said he had sold more than 450 gallons of
gas worth about $' ,300. He was charged
with theft.
Authorities said Boule used a magnetic
key and a code, allowing him to dispense
gasoline unnoticed. Boule had previously
worked for gas testing companies.
One of the customers, who preferred to
remain anonymous, said, "He asks you,
'You want gas? I'll fill you up for $' O~ I
wasn't going to complain about that:'
One night the manager noticed, and went
to talk to Boule. "He was going from pump
to pump. He was selling gas to the people.
We asked him, 'What are you doing here?'
And he sa id, 'Nothing, nothing':'Then, he
ran away. Police later arrested him.

A

a stlck·up n

a robbery in a ba nk

an alarm system
a system of electrical devices that
make a loud sound when it is
adivated
to surround vb
if a building is ·surroun d ed ~ there
are police/soldiers all around it
a dental bill
a letter informing you how much

you must pay for dental treatment

a pet snake n
a snake you keep in your house
to help yourself to something n
to take somet hing without asking
permission

ajar

a glass container for food
a counter n
the long table in a shoplbusiness
where the public are served
to pose a s exp
to act as if you are somet hing even

though you aren't really that thing

a garage attendant
a person who wo rks in a garage
punl ng petrol/gasoline in ca rs
to pocket the money (p

to take money that belongs to
another person or business

to dispense gasoline xp 5

to put gasolinelpet rollnto a car
unnoticed od)
t hat is not seen

Learn more! Get an idioms booklet! 300 useful idiom s + audio files. For more information, visit: www.learnhotenglish.com I www.learnhotenglish.com I
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How many words in English do you
know? 500? l,OOO? 2,OOO? Incredibly,
there's a parrot with a vocabulary of
950 words. His name is N'kisi and he's
an African grey.
An incredible bird
N/kisi is a truly amazing bird. He can create his
own words, use words in context, and even
make complete sentences. Plus, he/s got an
impressive knowledge of about six Congolese
dialects. On one occasion N'kisi was shown
some aromatherapy oils. He didn/t know
the word for "aromatherapy/: but he took one
sniff of them and said, "pretty smell medicine/:
N'kisi is also good at using his verb tenses,
being able to use past, present and future
tenses. And he's often very inventive. Once he
said "flied " instead of "flew': which, although
incorrect, is something that many Englishspeaking children do too.

when they are barking. And there's the
example of a seal that could repeat common
phrases, including his name.
Many parrots and other species of bird are
famous for their ability to mimic speech.
But N/Kisi is someth ing special. Or Goodall
says N'kisi 's linguistic abilities are "an
outstanding example of interspecies
communication': 0

Information box
- vocabulary
The average Eng lish speaker
possesses a voca bulary of
10/000 to 20/000 words, but
uses only a fract ion of these
- about 2,000 words (the rest
being recognition or reca ll
vocabu lary). Incidentally,
Shakespeare's active
vocabu lary was 30,000 words.

Descriptive powers
N/kisi has an incredible ability to describe
things he sees. On observing a parrot
hanging upside down from its perch, he
once said,"You got to put this bird on the
camera :/
On being shown a picture of a man on the
phone, he said, "What ya doing on the phone?"
On seeing a couple holding one another, he
said, "Can I give you a hug?"
And when he first met Or Jane Goodall, the
famous chimpanzee expert, he said,
"Got a chimp?" Apparently, N/kisi had seen Or
Goodall in a photo with apes.

Information Box - African Greys
African Greys are pro bably the most intelligent bi rds.
Some Greys do not start speaki ng until 2 years old.
However, t here is no g uarantee that a Grey w ill speak.
Experts say that African Greys have t he intellectual
ca pacity of a 5-year-old child with t he emotion s of a
2-year-o ld. Owners compare keeping an Africa n Grey
to t rying to raise a you ng chil d as t hey need constant
care and attention, plus lots of interaction with
humans or oth er animals. The birds need at least
t hree hours out of t he cage every day, and about 45
minutes chat with ot her humans in order to kee p
t hem in good mental health. Th ey also need lot s
of stimulat ing toys as th ey get bored very easi ly.
Wou ld you like an Afri ca n Grey?

minor illnesses or stress
asniff n

Animals and speech
So, is N/kisi a special case? There are many
examples of animals being able to repeat
sounds.
Some owners claim their dogs can say words

If you have a sniff of something,

you smell that thing
to hang upside down p
to be in a position with your head
towards the ground and your feet

in theair
a perch
a pole that birds sit on in their cage
a hug n
to hold someone in an emotional

embrace
achlmp r
a chimpanzee - a type of intelligent
monkey
to bark vb
when animals "bark: they make a
sound from their mouth

a seal n
an animal tha t lives in the water and
that has large eyes and soft fur
outstanding ad,
unusual because it is so goodl

superior, ete
an owner

the person who possesses some·
thing

a cage n
a linle room with metal bars for
keeping an animal
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Just to help you rent a car in English, here are
some examples of different types of car.

to face another day
to have to deal with the problems
that the day brings

A five-door car = a car with two doors on the left and two
doors on the right, and one at the back.

to go In circles r.
to do the same thing again and
agai n

to pick you up I,r V
to help you and make you feel better
cos (lJt.

A three-door car = a car with one door on the left and one
on the right, and one at the back.
A manual = a car with gears (usually 6: first gear, second
gear, third gear, fourth gear, fifth gear and reverse) that
you have to change as you drive. The alternative is an
automatic.
A saloon (a "sedan" in US English) =a car that seats at least
four people and that has a hard-top roof and a boot that
is separate from the back seats.
An estate (a "station wagon" in US English) = a car with a
long body, a door at the back and space behind the back
seats.
A hatchback = a car with an extra door at the back which
opens upwards, and which gives you more space.
A coupe = a car with a fixed roof, a sloping back, just two
doors but seats for four people.
Van = a small or medium-sized vehicle with a row of seats
at the front and room at the back for goods.
A minivan (also known as a people carrier, a multipurpose vehicle, a people-mover, GLOSSARY
or a multi-utility vehicle) = a car
a hard-top roof
a metal roof (not a soft. materia l
that is similar in shape to a van,
roof). The roofisthe top of the car
a boot
but that is designed for personal the covered space atthe backofa
use. It has between four and
carforputtingbags.etc
III

nine seats and is designed for
maximum interior room

back seat

Loving is Q Cruel Thing
By Garrett Wall

•
•

Copyright Garret! Wall 2007.

Everyday I wake up tired,
At times, it's hard just to face
another day,
It seems my life is going in
circles,
Too much of the same, and too
little loving. Yeah.

because

wanna
wantta
to make you mad
to make you very angry

a turn
a change

the pain, the pain I've had,
Loving is a cruel, cruel thing,
loving is a cruel, cruel thing,
Loving is a cruel, cruel thing,
When you're not loved, when
you're not loved,
When you're not loved, when
you're not loved.
Every night I go to sleep,
I dream of a love and a life so

And why is it when you least
expect it,
Someone picks you up and

perfect,
Its hard to be so idealistic, yeah,
When every turn I make is the
wrong one_

turns you around, yeah,
And why can't it always be that

Chorus

easy, yeah,
Cos when you need it most love
can't be found.

Chorus
Do you wanna know what it is
that makes me mad,
Looking at my life and seeing all

Do I have to say all the right
words?
It's true what they say,
The hardest part of loving is
leaving.

Chorus

a place for sitting behind the driver

area-pilot
a sloping back n
a back that is at an angle and goes
down to a lower position

A convertible = a car with a
roof that you can fold down or
remove.

to fold down
v
to close by moving one part on top
of another

to r.mave vb
to take away; to take off
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So, you thought you knew English, did you? Here are Mss
some of the newest words in the English language. Feeling sick because you
The 80s was the generation
of the Yuppie.ln the 90s
we were introduced to the
"new man" - the caring,
emotionally-liberal man.
But, what about the first
decade of the 21 SI century?
Here are some new words
for you to learn.

iPods
If you thought an iPod was
a digital music player, you
were wrong. An iPod is a
person who is "insecure,
pressured, over-taxed and
debt-ridden" - someone
who is suffering under the
stress of modern living. Are
you an iPod?

Yads
No, a Yads is not some
disgusting little insect,
but is, in fact, a "young

the money, then they
are a Ski:"spending the
kids' inheritance': Most
parents do this by going on
expensive trips abroad, or
by visiting spas and health
resorts. Skis are otherwise
known as "Woofs" {"well-off
older folk"}.

Kippers
The opposite of a Ski is a
Kipper: "kids in parents'
pockets eroding the
retirement savings" - the
kind of person in their 20s
or 30s who is living at home
after university, spending
all of mummy and daddy's
savings and pension money.
Also known as "boomerang
kids" and "parasite singles".

don't have enough money
to pay all those bills?
Finding it hard to pay the
mortgage? You could
be suffering from Mss:
"money sickness syndrome':
Apparently, almost four
million UK residents take
time off work, and another
11 million experience a
slump in their sex lives as a
result of money worries.

Fid
Are you a father? If you are,
then you could be a Fid: a
"fully involved dad': This
is the kind of father who
wants to play a big role in
bringing up the kids. In the
1970s, dads spent only 15
minutes a day on childcare
duties; today, this has risen
to two hours.

Ski
Are your parents saving
their money so that you can
inherit it all one day? Or
are they selfishly spending
it on themselves? If they
are slowly going through

GLOSSARY
a Yuppie nab"
a young urban professional

Insecure '"
not confident
over-taxed ad}

taxed too much.Ta)( is the money
you pay to the government for

services such as the police, ete
debt-ridden ad)
with

many debts (money you owe

money by puning it into a bank

account

conscientiously od
carefully
National Savings bonds
government stocks and shares that
you can buy and earn interest on

to inherit '11

If you aren't a Fid, then
you're probably a Fud: a
"fully uninvolved dad" - the
opposite of a Fid. According
to a recent report, 15% of
dads still see their task
as providing the rules for
the children, and are not
involved with the day-today care of their kids.

Neets
Do you know any 16-24 yearolds who are doing nothing
with their Iives?Then maybe
you know a Neet: "not in
education, employment or
training': A recent survey
found that there are 1.2
million Neets in the UK, and
that 10% of all male Neets
are involved in crime.

No, this isn't an exotic
planet in outer space. Kgoy
is in fact an expression
to describe the way that
children learn things at a
very early age: "kids are
growing older younger': The
days when 7- to 10-yearolds were given Lego,
wooden toys and sweets
from Santa are definitely
over. These days, most
kids want videogames,
digital cameras, TVs, iPods
and unlimited broadband
internet access. 0

other people)
a saver n
a person who regularly saves

Fud

and determined saver"
- a young person who
conscientiously saves
money in bank accounts
or by buying National
Savings bonds. Do you
know any Yads?

Kgoy

to receive money or property when
someone dies

s.lfishly adv
only thinking about yourself
to go through money p
to spend money quickly

in your parent's pockets exp
living from the money your parents
give you

to erode ,b
to destroy or use gradually

a bill n
a letter informing you of how much
money you must pay

a mortgage
money you borrow from the bank
in order to buy a house

to take time off work ex
to leave work temporarily because
you are sick or want a rest

Mos

aslump

Worried about the influence
the internet could be having
on your children?Then you
could be a Mos: "mother
over shoulder" - the type
of mum who stands behind
little Jimmy as he surfs the
net, making sure he doesn't
visit any restricted sites.

to bring up (a child) ph, 'b
to educate a child
a duty
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a decrease

something that you have to do as

part of your job
to rise vb
to increase

a task
a task or job that you have to do,

often as part of a larger project
to surf the net exp
to look for things on the internet

are definitely over exp
do not exist any longer

The biggest
haunted house
story of the 1930s.
Have you ever seen a ghost? Ever heard strange sounds at night? In the 1930s, the biggest story in
the news was about a haunted house on the Isle of Man in Britain. And this ghost was something
very special.

Strange noises
It all started during the
1930s, on the Isle of Man. At
the time, Mr and Mrs Irving
lived with their 13-year-old
daughter, Voirrey, in a small
farmhouse. In September
1931 , Voirrey started to
hear strange noises in the
house. At first, they all
thought it was an animal.
Mr Irving wanted to kill
it. But nothing appeared.
Later, he put down some
poison, but the noises
continued . Eventually, Mr
Irving tried communicating
with the animal, making
various noises himself. To
his surprise, the animal
imitated him. Later, Voirrey
sang nursery rhymes to
the strange creature, and
it began to repeat these.

Finally, it showed part of
itself: a small bushy tail. It
claimed to be a mongoose.
They called it Gef.

A strange relationship
And so began the strange
relationship between Gef
and the Irvings. Gef told
the Irvings that he was
from India and that he
had been born on ]lh June
1852. According to Mr
Irving, who kept a d iary,
Gef talked in a language he
claimed to be Russian, sang
in Spanish and could recite
poetry in Welsh. Gef killed
rabbits for them and left
them outside. And when
he was asked who he was,
Gef replied, "I am an ea rth-

bound spirit':

butVoirrey and Mrs Irving
often saw him face to face.

Hello, my name's Get
As well as talking, Gef
also developed a talent
for sing ing. He knew the
words to many popular
songs. He also liked to play
jokes on the family. Once,
he pretended to have
been poisoned, but later
admitted it was just a joke.
The Irving family did not
find that at all funny.
But apart from that,
they found his company
enjoyable. Gef even became
a useful source of gossip. He
would often travel around
the island, spying on other
people and telling the
Irvings what was going on.

Mr Irving seldom saw Get,

r-------------------...., You
can't see me
On one occasion, Gef
showed the sensit ive side to
his nature. Mrs Irving once
managed to stroke Get's
fur, but unfortunately she
cut her finger on his sharp
teeth. Gef immediately told
her to go and put some
cream on the wound .
On another occasion, the
Irvings threatened to move
out. They were tired of Gef
throwing things
around in the
house.
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Immediately, Gef started to
panic. He said that he loved
their company and was
afraid that he would be left
on his own. When the family
decided to stay, Gef became
much more obedient.

The price you pay
Very soon, the story of the
mongoose ghost spread
to the ma inland. The
story was a great favourite
w ith the British press, and
journalists referred to it as
Gef the Talking Mongoose.
Many people came to the
Irving household to try and
see the creature. One of
the most important visitors
was Harry Price, a famous
paranormal investigator.
Price wanted to conduct a
proper scientific study of
the Irving's farmhouse. So,
he got together a team of
investigators and scientists.
Price couldn't find

came back to the
farm after Price
had left. This
was virtually
the end of the
story - although
Macdonald paid
a second visit
to the farm and
again heard the
mongoose talking
in its shrill voice.
In total, the only
evidence was a few
blurry photographs of
something in the fields
around the farmhouse.
The best picture looked
like a cat.
The British Natural History
Museum, also studied
some of the evidence. But
museum officials said that
the paw print casts were
from a cat.

the time to go to the Isle of
Man, but a friend of his, a
Captain M.H. Macdonald,
offered to go instead.

Go away!
When Macdonald
arrived at the farm
on 26 th February
1932, he saw
nothing. But when
he left to go to his
hotel, a voice from
nowhere screamed,
"Go away! Who is
that man?"
The next day, as
Macdonald was
having tea with the
Irvings, a large needle
came flying through the
room. Mr Irving said that
it was Gef and he was
always throwing things.
Later, Macdonald heard the
shrill voice upstairs talking
with Voirrey and Mrs Irving.
When Macdonald called
to ask if the mongoose
would come down, the
voice screamed, "No, I don't
like you :' Macdonald then
tried sneaking upstairs,
but the mongoose heard a
stair creak, and screamed,
"He's coming!" After that,
Macdonald saw and heard
no more of Gef.

poison n
a substance that will kill you if you

drink or eat it
to imitate vb
to copy

a bushy tail n
a tail with a lot of furthair on it
a mongoose n
an animal that is a member of the

Could it be true?

• A Poltergeist
Poltergeist is a German word
that means "'noisy ghost': It
is genera lly used to describe
a spirit or ghost that moves
things around. knocks on
doors. shakes beds and throws
things. On a few ra re occasions.
poltergeists have been known
to speak. including the Th e
Bell Witch in 1817 and Gef the
Talking Mongoose in 1931 .

Some hair
There was still no evidence
that Gef actually existed.
But in March 1935 there was
a breakthrough. One day,
Gef took some hairs from
his tail and left them on a
table. Gef told Mr Irving
about the hairs, and Irving
forwarded them to Price,
who had them examined.
Unfortunately, the hairs
proved to be dog hairs -

at the time were sure that
Gef left the farmhouse
along with the Irving family.
Interestingly, Voirrey, who is
still alive in the south west
of England, refuses to be
interviewed on the subject.
Is she hiding a secret? Will
she reveal it one day? 0

probably from the collie dog
on the farm.
Eventually, Harry Price came
to the farm, but the visit was
a waste oftime as Gef only

So, who, or what, was
Get? Some thought Gef
was a poltergeist*,
others said he was
a highly-intelligent
animal, and some
thought it was all
just a hoax. There
was some support
for the theory of an
intelligent animal as,
in 1912, a farmer had let
loose some mongooses
in his fields. He wanted
the mongooses to kill the
rabbits, which were eating
his crops.
But others dismissed the
idea. They thought that
the voice of Gef was in fact
Irving's daughterVoirrey,
who had found the ideal
form of entertainment. The
Irving family finally moved
out of the farmhouse in
1937. Later in 1947, the new
owner of the farm claimed
that he had shot a "strange
looking mongoose-like
animal '; which had been
roaming around the
property. Although some
say that this may well have
been Gef, the majority of
people on the Isle of Man

cat family (see pictures)

a diary n
a book in which you write personal
thoughts or information

an earth-bound spirit n
a ghost that is forced to remain on
earth (ie it can't go to heaven, etc)

to see something face to face
to see something close; to see

f

P

something in real life
to pretend vb
to act as if something is true, even
ir itisn't

to poison
to kill or injure someone by giving
them poison (a substance)
tur n
the hair on an animal's body
to move out ~ vb
to change house and to go and live
somewhere else

to spread "b
if news "spreads", many people find
out about it

the mainland n
in England (not on the island)

aneedle n
a thin piece of metal used for sewing
clothes with thread

a shrill voice n
a high-pitched voice

to sneak vb
to go somewhere quietly so that
others can't hear you

astair n
a step in a house that takes you from
one floor to another

to creak "b
if a stair ·creaks~ it makes a sound as
you step on it
a breakthrough n
an important development/change

to forward vb
if you · forward" a letter, you send it
on to another person
blurry adJ
if a photo is ·b l urry~ the image is

not clear
a paw print cast r
a plaster model of an animal's
footprint

ahoax
a trick; a story designed to trick
people
to let something loose exp
to free an animal into the wild

to roam vb
to move about an area freely
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(plus a few other nations), and Imperial Russia on the
other. The charge by British cavalry resulted in the loss of
many lives and horses. It was an attempt to capture some
Russian cannons, but was a complete disaster.
The 1936 film version (starring Errol Flynn) was full of
inaccuracies, the biggest being the fact that the film took
place in India, not Russia. Incidentally, one stuntman and
more than two hundred horses died during the filming of
the famous charge.

They Died With Their Boots On

Some say that there is no such thing as a historical film.
Here's why: a good Hollywood film needs a hero and a
villain. It needs the hero to live to the end of the film, and
the villain to die. It also needs the hero to be the "right"
nationality (preferably American), and it needs a touch of
romance, and a nice, happy ending.
However, history isn't always so kind to its protagonists.
Real heroes and villains are rarely either good or bad.
And one country's villain may well be another country's
hero. In many cases, the hero isn't even American, and he
or she may die before the story ends. And, worst of all,
not all stories from history have an element of romance.
However, none of these problems ever seem to worry
Hollywood film-makers. In many cases, they simply alter
the facts. This may include changing the nationality of the
hero, exaggerating the good or bad qualities of the hero
or villain, and changing the order of events so they fit in
to the 90 minutes film -makers have to tell the story. Just
have a look at these supposedly "historical" films.

Napoleon
This 1927 film was directed by Abel
Gance. It's all about the rise and fall of
the French ruler Napoleon Bonaparte.
In one scene, Napoleon is shown at the
Club des Cordeliers when the Marseillaise (the French
national anthem) is sung for the first time. Gance was later
informed that Napoleon had never been at that club. To
which Gance responded, nHe is now':

This film was all about General Custer and
his last fight against Sioux Indians at the
Battle of the Little Bighorn in June 1876.
The film version (1941 - directed by Raoul
Walsh) also starred Errol Flynn and showed Custer dying
heroically with his men. However, evidence suggests that
many of the soldiers were shot in the back (meaning they
were probably running away from the battle), but that
wouldn't have made for a "good" film . Also, in the film,
Custer and his wife Elizabeth (nLibby") meet at West Point
in 1857.ln reality, they didn't meet until 1862. There are
many other inaccuracies.

The Patriot
This film was released in 2000 and was
directed by Roland Emmerish and starred
Mel Gibson. It is set near Charleston,
South Carolina, during the American
Revolutionary War (1775-1783) and follows the story
of Benjamin Martin and his fight for American freedom
against the British. The film was criticised for inventing or
exaggerating British atrocities. The most-criticised scene
was one showing the torching of a church containing the
town's inhabitants, of which there is no historical record.
The film was also criticised for showing the British
shooting wounded American soldiers. Historical experts
say that this rarely happened as the British needed to
save powder, which was in short supply - when this did
happen, they killed the wounded with bayonets.
Another historical inaccuracy was the depiction of
American-owned slaves being freed to serve with the
American forces. In reality, many slaves ran away from
their American masters and fought with the British against
the Americans. Also, South Carolina was famous for
refusing to allow any African Americans (either slaves or
freed slaves) into the state militia.

The Charge of the Ught Brigade
The real Charge of the Light Brigade took
place during the Crimean War (1854-1856).
This war was fought in southern Russia
between Britain and France on one side

Braveheart
This film (1995) starred Mel Gibson and was
directed by To by Reisz. lt is based on the life
of Scottish national hero William Wallace

and his fight against English rule in Scotland
during the 13th century. The film includes an
affair between William Wallace and Princess
Isabelle (based upon Isabella of France). The film
implies she is pregnant at the time of Wall ace's
execution. However, historically, the reallsabella
was a child of nine still living in France at this
time, and she probably never even met Wallace.
The film also caused controversy because of
its anti-English nature. Apparently, during
a screening in Glasgow, there was a huge
cheer at every English death. The SNP (the
Scottish National Party) took advantage
of the sentiment and could often be seen
handing out political leaflets outside
cinemas. The film became a political message
rather than a reflection of reality.

This 2000 film was directed by
Jonathan Mostow and starred
Matthew McConaughey,
Harvey Keitel and Jon Bon
Jovi. It took place during
World War 11 (1939-1945). In the film, a German
submarine is boarded in 1942 by American

submariners who are disguised as Germans.
They capture the German submarine's Enigma
cipher machine. This was one of the most
significant moments of the Second World
War, and allowed the Allies to decipher many
supposedly secret messages.
However, the film was heavily criticised
because it was actually the British who
captured the Enigma machine in May 1941
when they boarded U-11 O. During the war, 15
Enigma machines were found, of which the
Americans and Canadians got one each, while
the British found the rest.
In an interesting confession, screenwriter David
Ayer admitted that U-571 distorted history.
li lt was a mercenary decision ...to create this
parallel history in order to drive the movie for
an American audience;' he admitted. "Both my
grandparents were officers in World War Two,
and I would be personally offended if somebody
distorted their achievements:'
The movie was also criticised for showing a
scene in which the U-boat sailors kill Allied
sailors who are in the water after their ship sunk.
However, in 99% ofthe cases, U-boat crewmen
were famous for assisting survivors. 0

300: fad or fiction?

accurate ad)
correct; with the correct information
• blockbuster
a film that costs a lot to make and
that has many stars in it
a villain n
the bad person in a film
a protagonist
the main star in a film

to after vt
to change

a charge n
a situation in which many horses and
riders are running at an objective
during a battle
an inaccuracy n
something that isn't true or correct

an atrocity n
a cruel. shocking action

to torch V(
to burn

wounded adJ
if soldiers are ·wounded: they have
injuries (broken arms, ete)
powder n
guns during this period needed
"powder" (a chemical substance) in
order to fire them

The latest controversy surrounds the film
300. The film (directed by Zack Snyder)
tells the story of the battle between the
Greeks and Persians atThermopylae in
480 BC. It is regarded as a key event in
the birth of western democracy by some
historians.
In the film, 300 Spartans under King
Leonidas fight against an invading force

J'accuse

a huge cheer n
to take advantage of something

of 120,000 Persian troops led by Emperor
Xerxes. The tiny Spartan force repeatedly
outmanoeuvres the invaders. They are
eventually defeated after a three-day
battle, but only through treachery.
This action by the Spartans delays the
Persians and gives the Greek armies long
enough to prepare for the defence of
Athens and Athenian democracy

But the Iranians (modern-day Persians)
aren't happy with this. They say that
the film represents them as savage,
murderous and warmongering. And the
country's Islamic leadership has accused
America of"psychological warfare'; and a
calculated attempt to demonise Iran at a
time of intensifying US pressure over the
country's nuclear programme.
A government spokesman branded the
film "an insult to Iran'; while four MPs have
urged the foreign ministry to pressure
other Muslim countries to ban it.
"Such a fabrication of culture and insult to
people is not acceptable by any nation or
government;' another spokesperson told
reporters.
" In the film Iranians are considered to be
monsters devoid of any culture, humanity
and wisdom who know noth ing except
attacking other lands, threatening peace
and killing human beings:'

in short supply p
if something is ·in short supplY:
there isn't much of it

a bayonet n
along knife attached 10 the end
ofagun

the state militia
an irregular armed force of soldiers
from a state in America

a screening n
if there is a "screening" of a film, the
film is shown

a loud noise made by happy people
p
to use something for your own

benefit

to hand out

nr D

to give

a leaflet n
a piece of paper with information
about something on it

a cipher machine n
a machine that creates coded

language
Ihe Allies n
the group of countries including
the US, Britain, France, etc who were

fighting In World War 11

to decipher ,b
if you "decipher" a secret message,
you discover what it means

to distort vb
to change something so it is different
to what it was before

a mercenary dedslon
a decision that you make and that Is
based on the financial implications

to outmanoeuvre 'b
to gain an advantage over someone

by doing something clever

treachery n
an action against someone who

trusted you

savage
brutal; violent; primitive

warmongering odJ
with a desire for war and destruction

to brand v

f

The Whi techapel
Trouser
Snatcher
A radio play by Mark Pierro and lan Coutts.

Di s a s trou s
Grotesque
Pathetic
Dread f ul

Pa

COU STABLE

CH I EP INSPECTOR

Va le

Nottingham
F o res t

t he

Ha mi 1 ton
.Acad emica l

CHIEF SUPER INTE NDEIlT

CONSTABLE

Wi ll iams

Ta l bot

Hot English is proud to present the Whitechapel Trouser Snatcher a lO-part Victorian murder mystery.
Someone is murdering Victorian gentlemen by tearing off
their trousers in public places. Can the police catch this villain
before he strikes next? And who will the next victim be?
Inspector Nottingham Forest of Scotland Yard is the only man
who can solve this crime. With twenty years of service in the
police and another twenty years before that in Her Majesty's
imperial army, he is absolutely sick and tired of working for a
low wage and constantly being passed over for promotion.
Inspector Forest works with his trusted sidekick Hamilton the
Academical. Hamilton has a pensive, peaceful and positive
approach to life and work. This puts him in a unique position to
disagree with everything Inspector Forest says and does.
In this episode, we meet a witness to the first murder, a
guttersnipe who goes by the name of... Guttersnipe. He is a
frightened, simple man who only wants to stay on the right

side ofthe law.
We also meet Inspector Forest's hated boss, Detective
Inspector Williams. His contempt for Forest is noticeable.
And now, sit back and enjoy the story. 0

Listen once. What happens to the gentleman
at the end?

c
Listen again. Then,
answer these
questions.
1. What does
Guttersnipe
think the
gentleman is
going to do
to him?
2. What is the
gentleman
looking for?
3. Why can't
Sherlock Holmes
solve the crime?
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Part I

a.

lra r r a to r: It is late Victorian London. The foggy alleyways and sewerage-riddled
streets of the slums were a breeding ground for crime and depravity. In
fact, they were years ahead of their time. This was the age when the masses
were uneducated, unhealthy and unwanted. How fast that changed when
pol iticians needed their votes. Consequently, this was a time of foul deeds,
depravity and cruel malicious characters. And that was just the police.

Scene 1
A dark alle yvvay
in the East End o f
London

3-ent:

Oh, this is ridiculous. I've been
more than unreasonable with you.
I can contain my frustration not a
moment longer. I'm going to give
you a damn good thrashing.

GLOSSARY
to take suddenly and with force
to tear off phI b
to take off quickly and suddenly

to strike b
toanack
to pass someone over
for promotion exp
if you are -passed over for
promot i on~ someone below you
or in an inferior position to you is
promoted instead of you
a sidekick n

an assista nt who is less intelligent
and less important than his/her
master

a witness n
someone who sees a crime

a guttersnipe n
a person who spends his/her life

in the streets, living in the poorest

Snipe:

Snipe:

Ge nt :

Snipe :
Ge n"t •

Snipe :

Snipe:

Snipe :

Snipe:

I say, young man.
Who do you think you are calling a
young man? I'm a Guttersnipe
I will call you what I like.
Now, my brother Stanley he is a
young man but he's older than me.
Now, he used to be a Guttersnipe;
but when my brother Ollie was
born, we had to make way for the
Urchin. Now you see ...
(Interrupting) Be silent, you
lower class w retch ! What are you
bending over for?
Well, you will be wanting to kick
me senseless, sir?
Of course, I will be wanting to kick
you senseless. I am of blue blood
and it is my God given right. You
however are blood sucking, are
not God-given and have no rights.
Therefore, you will be not bending
over until I tell you to do so. Is that
clear?
Yes, sir.
I did not say you could stand back
up.
Oh, yes sorry.
I did not say you could bend back
down again either.
Oh, yes, begging your pardon ...
(interrupting) Now, stay exactly
where you are until I tell you to do
otherwise.
Oh, er, yes.
Right then, stand up, bend down,
wait for it.

(Snipe gets his arse kicked.)

Snipe: Oh yes. Thank you, sir.
Now, tell me where Whitechapel
Road is, filthy hound.
Snipe : Funny you should say that cos
my cousin Fred, now he is a filthy
hound, he comes from a long line
of filthy hounds up Battersea Way ...

( Thrash ing sounds and shouts ofjoy.)

Snipe: Oh that's good.

areas

to stay on the right side
of the law exp
to do legal. honest th ings and
never to have problems with the
police

contempt for someone xp

(More thrash ing sounds.)

hat red for someone; no respect for
somenoe

a scri pt n

Jent:

I will find Whitechapel Road myself,
putrid vagabond.

(Footsteps. These are accompanied by a
second pair gradually getting louder. They then
both stop.)

Jent:

Is anybody there?

(Footsteps resume as the second set starts
walking again. Then stop.)

Jenl;·

I say you there?

(Sound of footsteps increasing rapidly in volume.)

3-ent:

I say, tell me where the White ... ?
What is this? By thunder, un-hand
me th is instant. Oh, oh. Oh, no!

(The tearing of trousers.)

3-ent·

Oh My God! My breeches! Help!
Help! Ahhhh !

Narrator :

Butwhocouldhavecommitted
such a heinous crime? Only
one man in England could
solve this foul deed - none
other than Sherlock Holmes.
But the production company
could not afford the radio rights
for him so they chose someone
else with twice the character,
twice the intellect and only
half the price, none other
than Inspector Nottingham
Forest of the yard.

the text for a film/ play, etc

foggy al,
when ifs 'foggy~ there·s fog : tiny
d rops of water in the air which
make it difficult to see

analleyway n
a narrow street with buildings or
walls on both sides. Also, an alley

aslum n
an area of a city where living
cond itions are very bad: there's no
water, there are no toilets ...

a breeding ground ex
if an area is a · breeding ground· for
crime (for example), a lot of crime
happens t here

depravity n
dishonest or immoral behaviour
or actions
a foul deed n
a crime; a terrible action;
something really bad that happens
to someone
malicious ad}
someone who is "malicious· is bad
and wants to hurt people

an urchin n
a young child who is dirty and
poorly dressed

to bend oyer ph' vb
if you · bend over~ you move the
top pan of your body forward
and down

to kick someone se nseless

p

to kick someone many times until
they become unconscious
blue blood "
if someone is of "blue blood ~
they're related to a royal person or
a noble person: a lord, an aristocrat,
etc.

begging your pardon exp
I'm sorry... I excuse me...
a filthy hound n
a dirty dog

a thrashing n
if A gives B a ' thrashing ~ A hits B
many times
putri d
something that's ·putrid- smell s
very bad

a va gabond n
a person w ho lives in the street and
has no house
by thunder n Id £n91 s
this is an exclamation of anger

to un -hand vl
if you tell someone to ·un-hand '"
you, you're telling them to stop
touching or holding you

breeches n Id Em ,11
trousers

Come b a ck next month for part II.

o
o
01::

is

to snatch vf"

a heinous crime exp
a terrible crime
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The section that makes grammar easy, interesting and fun.

In this month's grammar fun section we'll be looking at the
passive voice with the past perfect tense.

The past perfect
We form the past perfect with "had" +
a past participle. And we use the past
perfect to talk about an action that
happened before another past tense
action. For example:

a) When we arrived at the cinema, the
film had already started.
b) She had finished the work before I
got to the office.
c) They had made the food.
d) She had bought the computer.

The past perfed passive
We form the past perfect passive
with "had been" and a past participle.
Remember, with the passive voice,
the object of the verb becomes
the subject, and it isn't necessary
to mention who "did" the action,
although you can introduce the
person/ people with the word "by': For
example:
a) They had made the food by 4pm.
(active)
b) The food had been made by 4pm.
(passive)
a) She had bought the computer last
month. (active)
b) The computer had been bought last
month. (passive)
Here are some examples of the past
perfect active and passive without the
agent (the person who performed the
action).

~
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~
•
'

nt'•• ~'

I '
••
I / '
i
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I
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a) They had finished the game by
6pm. (active)
The game had been finished by
6pm. (passive)
b) She had scored the first goal by
3pm. (active)
The first goal had been scored by
3pm. (passive)
c) They had played the tennis match
by 4pm. (active)
The tennis match had been played
by 4pm. (passive)
d) They had won the game by 9pm.
(active)
The game had been won by 9pm.
(passive)
e) They had lost the game by 2pm.
(active)
The game had been lost by 2pm.
(passive)
1) They had signed the contract by
March. (active)
The contract had been signed by
March. (passive) 0

Phrasal verbs booklets
Learn hundreds of phrasal verbs, really improve your
English and speak like a native speaker! Booklet
comes with listening files!
,'"' Booklets come with

Get your Phrasal verbs booklets from ...
www.learnhotenglish.com/shop

,

~
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English language speed and fluency practice to help you improve your speaking.

Fluency Practice
Listen to this master class with Or Fingers and one of his students.

Answers on page 20

A: Tongue Twister

E: Answering questions: shopping

Try repeating this ten times as quickly as you can.
"A swan swam over the pond. Swim, swan, swim. Swan
swam back again. Well swum, swan:'

Answer these questions as quickly as you can. Answer the
first four in the affirmative, and the second lot of four in the
negative.
1. Where do you go shopping for clothes?
2. What's your favourite clothes shop?
3. What's your favourite department store?
4. Which shopping centre do you use?
5. Where do you go shopping for food?
6. Can you recommend a good clothes/food ... shop?
7. What was the last item of clothing that you bought?
8. When was the last time you went shopping and spent
more than 100 euros?

F: Question formation - shopping

B: Dictation
Listen to these sentences and write down what you hear.
1.

Make questions according to the instructions. Be as quick as
you can and try not to think too much.
1. Ask me what my favourite shop is.
2. Ask me what the last thing I bought was.
3. Ask me if I like shopping.
4. Ask me if I've ever taken an item of clothing back.
5. Ask me how I pay for things in shops.
6. Ask me which shopping centre I usually go to.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

C: Connected speech
Look at these sentences. See if you can say them with
connected speech . Then, listen to the CD to check your
answers.
1. Do you like what I'm doing?
2. What are you doing?
3. I couldn't see what he was doing?
4. She doesn't know what I'm doing?
5. Do they like what they're doing?
6. We don't know what we're doing?

0 : Pronunciation - the "u" sound
Look at the sentences containing words with the "u" sound
(cup, luck, etc). Try to say the words in each sentence
correctly. Then listen to the CD to check your answers.
1. Cup. Do you want another cup?
2. Hut. The dog is in the hut.
3. Bug. There's a bug in the system.
4. Luck. We're out of luck.
5. Hug. Shall I give you a hug?

G: Revision Drills - Do you know where ... Do
you know who ...
This drill is designed to practise using "do you know where/
who .. :: Answer the questions as quickly as possible, and
answer with full answers.
1. Do you know where the toilet is?
2. Do you know where Miami is?
3. Do you know where the American president lives?
4. Do you know where Greenland is on a map?
5. Do you know who the British prime minister is?
6. Do you know who invented the television? 0

Learn more! Get an idioms booklet! 300 useful idioms + audio files. For more information, visit: www.learnhotenglish.com I www.learnhotenglish.com I
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THE FUNNY THINGS THE U.S. PRESIDENT HAS SAID
George W. Bush served as the 43rd President of the United States from 2001 to 2009. Among many
other things, he was famous for some of the funny things he said. Here are some of his quotes. This
is the first of a two-part series.
"I think I may need a bathroom break. Is this
possible ?"
A note that George passed to Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice during a UN Security Council
meeting. 2005.

"This notion that the United States is getting
ready to attack Iran is simply ridiculous.
And having said that, all options are on the

table:'
An ambiguous George. 2005.

"It's totally wiped out ... It's
devastating, it's got to be doubly
devastating on the ground:' An
enthusiastic George talking
to his aides in Air Force
One while surveying flood
damage caused by Hurricane
Katrina. 2005.
"See, in my line of work you got to
keep repeating things over and over
and over again for the truth to sink in, to
kind of catapult the propaganda:'
George Bush - master of propaganda and misinformation. 2005.

"You work three jobs? ... Uniquely American,
isn't it? I mean, that is fantastic that you're
doing that'
George talking to a divorced mother of
three children (not three jobs, as George
understood}. 2005.

"Then you wake up at the high school level
and find out that the illiteracy level of our
children are [sic] appalling:'
And the grammar of our presidents isn't that

good either! 2004.

"Our enemies are innovative and
resourceful, and so are we. They never stop
thinking about new ways to harm
our country and our people, and
neither do we:'
Whats that? You never stop
thinking about how to harm
your people? Thats a nice
thought for the American
people,
George. 2004.

"And there is distrust in
Washington . I am surprised,
frankly, at the amount of distrust that
exists in this town. And I'm sorry it's the case,
and I'll work hard to try to elevate it:'
Elevate it? Surely de-elevate it? Or reduce it,
perhaps? 2007.

"The best way to defeat the totalitarian
of hate is with an ideology of hope - an
ideology of hate - excuse me - with an
ideology of hope:'
So, what will it be? Hate? Or hope? George?
2007.

"The only way we can win is to leave before
the job is done:'
You aren't going to run, are you George? 2006. 0

GLOSSARY
a bathroom break n
a period during a meeting, ete

when you can go to the toilet
on the table n
if an option is "on the table~ it may
happen

it's wiped out exp ,form
it's incredible! it's totally destroyed!
an aide n

an assistant to someone who has
an important job
Air Force One n
the US president's private airplane
to survey v
to inspect; to look at in order to find
information
flood damage n
destruction caused by too much

rain and water on the ground
to sink in r VI
if information "s inks in~ you start to
understand or bel ieve it

to catapult 'b
if you "'c atapult"' something. you fire
that thing suddenly and with force

(sic) exp
a Latin word meaning "thus~ "so~
or "'just as that ~ In writing. it is
plaCed within square brackets to
indicate that incorrect language or
an error has been reproduced as in
the original

innovative ad)
new and original
resourceful ad}
good at finding solutions to
problems
to harm vb
to hurt; to damage; to cause pain

distrust I
feelings of suspicion
to elevate vb
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PRICE
Nigella:

Stella:

Nigella:
This month we are looking
at some typical words,
expressions collocations and
forms related to the word
"price". listen and repeat the
following expressions.

Price
1. They are going to raise
prices.
2. There ha s been a 15%
price rise over the past
two months.
3. How did you price
th is product?
4. The price tag had 16
euros written on it.
5. There has been a
sharp increase in the
price of petrol.
6. There will be a high
price to pay if we
accept investment
money from them.
7. The shares are priced
at 33P.
8. What's the retail price
for the mobile phone?
What's the cost price
for the mobile phone?
9. The retail price index
for October shows
that inflation is at
about 3%.
10.They want a deal at

any price.
11 . Most of the supplies
we need are available,
but at a price.
12. We can't put a price
on all the good
bus iness advice you've
given us .
13. At 4,000 euros per
chair, they are pricing
themselves out ofthe
market.
14.Both compan ies lost
out during the price
war.
15. Home insurance can
be a bit pricey.

Business Dialogue

Stella:

Nigella:

Stella:
Nigella:

will probably have a
negative impact on
sales.
Yes, we could be in
danger of pricing
ourselves out of the
market.
Yes, our competitors
have each individual
unit priced at 33 euros,
which is about 6%
less than ours without
taking the rise into
consideration.
If we're not careful,
we're just going to
become too pricey.
I suggest we bring this
up with the head of
sales as
a
matter of urgency.
OK. Good idea. Can I
leave that up to you to
organ ise the meeting?
Yeah , sure. Speak
soon.
Cheers. 0

GLOSSARY
a rise
an increase
a price tag

a piece of paper/plastic attached to a
product with the price on it
an investment
Cl

Now listen to this business
English telephone dialogue.
Nigella: Nigella here.
Stella: Hi, Nigella. Stella
calling.
Nigella: Oh, Stella. How's it
gOing?
Stella: OK. Just wondering
if you'd see the new
prices for the Z)4ooo.
Nigella: No, not yet. Any
problems?
Stella: Well, they've decided
to raise the price by
more than 16%, which

sum of money used to finance

Cl

business

and that gives you a sha re of the business
a retai l price
the price in a shop that customers must pay

for Cl product
the retail price index
Cl list of prices of typical goods which shows
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